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FOREWORD
As one of the oldest documented trade settlements on the East African Coast, Pangani sits in an
impressive location, which for centuries assured its place as a critical interface of trade and
communication between the African continent and other peoples of the Indian Ocean. Although the
prominence and great prosperity associated with trade has long gone, Pangani still retains an
enormous significance for the rich legacy of tangible and intangible heritage it contributes to the
Swahili coast, Tanga region, and to the nation as a whole.
With a dynamic history and a fascinating range of surviving historic buildings, the heritage assets of
Pangani represent a valuable natural resource with the potential to serve as a catalyst for regeneration
in an area where a sizeable proportion of the local population is poor and struggles to meet basic
needs.
Yet the risk of this heritage literally crumbling to pieces has until recently been alarmingly high, and
remains a real threat today. Historic buildings have suffered from neglect and lack of maintenance,
resulting in the rapid deterioration of what could be perfectly sound and high quality living, working
or public meeting spaces. Classic features such as distinctive carved doorways have been stolen or
replaced on otherwise solid buildings. Uncontrolled and inappropriate development in the historic
sector of the town threatens to undermine the heritage context and unique potential of Pangani as a
whole.
It was in this context that in May 2007 key stakeholders came together at a workshop organized by
UZIKWASA to develop an action plan that could not only safeguard but enhance the cultural heritage
of Pangani District. These key stakeholders included the senior staff from the Division of Antiquities
in the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism, Pangani District Commissioner and representatives
of her office, District Council representatives, local leaders and elders and other community
representatives. The plan defined a number of key steps, the most critical of which was to
comprehensively identify and inventory Pangani’s significant heritage sites in order to provide the
vital framework on which future protection, strategy and action would be based.
I am therefore delighted to be writing this foreword to a report which represents the completion of
that critical milestone and the culmination of a tremendous joint effort by members of the Pangani
community – most of them representing the Pangani Conservation Taskforce, Pangani District
Council and UZIKWASA. Supplementary to this report but undertaken by the consultants as part of
the same process has been the development of detailed drawings, cost estimates and work plans which
will help to inform future conservation and town development strategies, together with a
comprehensive inventory of sites which will be shared with both the Antiquities Division and the
District Council.
Possibly one of the most encouraging outcomes of this process has been the way in which the wider
community enthusiastically became involved in drawing together the material presented in these
reports – recounting oral histories, identifying sites and locating photographs. The participatory
platform this has established for the longer-term sustainability of heritage conservation and promotion
in Pangani would have been difficult to achieve without the focus, energy and enthusiasm created
through this exercise.
However, the depth, detail, quality and presentation of these reports is fully attributable to the
expertise and professionalism of heritage consultant Karen Moon, conservation architect Pierre
Blanchard and Ildephonse Mlowoka, conservation technician of the Division of Antiquities in the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism. The collective knowledge and experience that this team
of consultants was able to bring must be second to none and on behalf of UZIKWASA I would like to
acknowledge the outstanding work and commitment they have dedicated to the project.

I would also like to express my gratitude to Jeremy Cross for his invaluable contribution to the entire
process – from initial preparation work such as background research in Dar es Salaam, to coordinating
consultants, community members and government stakeholders, and finally providing comments and
technical input to the conservation report documents.
None of this would have been possible without the financial support of the Embassy of the Federal
Republic of Germany who generously funded the whole project, thus providing a solid foundation on
which future work can be based.
And it is future work that we now must set our minds on, to ensure that the motivation and enthusiasm
for this initiative is maintained and grows. Principal among the findings and recommendations
presented within this report will be found key recommendations made for establishment of a
Conservation Area and Gazetting of key sites to protect the integrity of Pangani’s heritage for current
and future generations alike. The Division of Antiquities has committed its support in taking this key
objective forward as a matter of priority, while UZIKWASA and district stakeholders will work on
development and phased implementation of an integrated conservation plan for the town and district.
In the meantime, as part of this same project, emergency conservation works recommended through
this report have already been completed in the old town, carried out by a team led by Ildephonse
Mlowoka. Working alongside technicians from the Kilwa conservation programme, local crafts
people have learned new skills and Pangani residents have received an understanding of the
traditional use of building with lime rather than cement. One building in particular which had seemed
beyond repair has created tremendous excitement as local residents see it apparently coming back to
life – the potential of full restoration now being visible and creating the hope for beneficial use once
again in the future.
Powerful transformations are clearly taking place not just of physical structures in Pangani but of
ingrained attitudes and habits of thought or action. The importance and potential of cultural heritage is
being appreciated by more and more people locally. With the wealth of information we now have to
work with, we look forward to further develop and demonstrate a unique model of heritage
conservation and promotion that actively engages Pangani communities in utilizing their own heritage
to improve livelihoods and enhance their socio-economic well being.
We have clearly not heard these words for the last time: YES WE CAN! Let us hope that the people
of Pangani will soon be able to say: YES WE DID!

Dr Vera Pieroth
Executive Director
UZIKWASA
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1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background to Pangani

Pangani, located at the mouth of the Pangani River about 200 km north of Dar es Salaam, is a small
coastal town with an intriguing history, rich in both tangible and intangible heritage. The town was an
important trading settlement in the 19th century, latterly under Omani rule; a focus of resistance to the
Germans during the 1888-1889 “Arab Revolt”; a German administrative headquarters till 1916, and
subsequently District Headquarters under the British colonial administration until Independence in
1961. Since then, it has continued as the headquarters of the District Authorities.
The town’s chief historical importance and period of greatest prosperity and influence was in the
second half of the 19th century, when it profited from its position on the coast as the terminus of one
of the major caravan routes into the interior and was an important centre of agricultural production.
The caravans brought articles of trade to the coast, particularly ivory and also slaves. At this time
grand houses lined the river front and streets behind, while extensive sugar and coconut plantations
filled the countryside around.
Pangani’s economy weathered the storms of Omani, German and British occupation with varied, but,
on the whole, reasonable success. However, in the later 20th century it declined and, while the town
retains its status as District Administrative Headquarters, it is now a trading centre of only local
importance. Nevertheless, Pangani still functions as a hub of coconut collection and distribution for
the surrounding area and is well-connected to Zanzibar by sea. Dhows from, or on their way, to
Zanzibar are regularly seen in the harbour. The river ferry crossing is constantly busy, transporting
traders from Bweni on the opposite bank and further afield. Nevertheless, the income from these
activities is meagre and unemployment in the town high.
Pangani draws small numbers of tourist visitors. To the north, at Mkoma Bay are good beaches which
at present are the principal attraction and several tourist lodges operate in the area. Some visitors take
a tour of the town with the Pangani Cultural and Eco-Tourism Programme, a local NGO, or go on one
of their cycling excursions to the countryside, visiting local beaches for swimming, etc.
Though the town itself is likely to have existed no more than 250 years, the settlements from which it
grew – Choba and Muhembo – are earlier. Here, ruins of 15th/16th century structures survive and there
remain tantalising references in oral tradition to visits of the Portuguese. Not far away is the major site
of Tongoni where an important 14th-16th century settlement once flourished. From early in the British
period of administration, Pangani was hailed by archaeologists and historians as the most likely
location of the 1st century AD market town of Rhapta. No archaeological evidence to support this has
ever been found and the location of Rhapta remains unidentified.1 Pangani’s cultural significance is
scarcely diminished. Its historical sites and heritage, both the tangible remains – buildings,
fortifications, monuments, tombs, mosques and graves – and intangible heritage, in the form of oral
traditions and history, music, dance and indigenous knowledge, are key resources which have the
potential to benefit the local population if carefully developed. Thus far these resources have been
little exploited and the sites themselves are poorly maintained and presented. The residents of Pangani
have commissioned this study, determined to bring about change.

1.2

Purpose of the Study

The town authorities, the community and the Pangani-based NGO USIKWASA are keen to conserve
and develop their heritage resources and have prepared an Action Plan through a recent participatory
workshop involving themselves and the Tanzania Government’s Mainland Antiquities Division of the
Ministry of Natural Resources & Tourism. As a first step they have commissioned this study in order
to fully identify and inventory the heritage and prepare a Conservation and Development Plan which
1

The Dar es Salaam area and the Tana River area in Kenya have been considered. Some archaeologists now believe the
Rufiji Delta is most likely. See Huntingford (1980) and Stevenson (1932) for the early 1st century sources and Gramly
(1981), Horton (2000) and Chami (2001) for recent discussion (full references in Bibliography).
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will guide government planning for historic Pangani, prioritise gazetting, establish conservation areas,
and detail a clear strategy for appropriate tourism development which respects the community’s
values and reflects their vision, making use of these resources for economic development and
improvement of livelihoods in the Pangani area.

1.3
1.3.1

Field Work Preparation & Project Personnel
Participants

The participants in this study were:
Karen Moon, Heritage Consultant
Pierre Blanchard, Conservation Architect Consultant
Ildefonse Mlowoka, Antiquities Division
The fieldwork for this study was carried out during September/October 2008, with the participants’
time divided as follows:
Karen Moon: 14th to 18th September in Dar es Salaam; 18th to 29th September in Pangani.
Pierre Blanchard, Conservation Architect: 23rd September to 3rd October in Pangani.
Ildefonse Mlowoka, Antiquities Division: 23rd September to 3rd October in Pangani.
In Pangani, considerable assistance was provided by Dr Ponda of UZIKWASA, in arranging meetings
and logistics. The Consultants would like to thank Dr Ponda and all the staff of UZIKWASA for their
generous and enthusiastic support.
Jeremy Cross, Chartered Surveyor, also provided invaluable support to the study in a variety of ways
including research, location of sites outside Pangani, providing transport and advising on town
planning issues. His contribution was made entirely on a voluntary basis and the Consultants would
like to acknowledge the importance of his contribution to this study.
The extensive contribution of several of Pangani’s elders to the study (members of the town’s
Heritage “Task Force” as well as others) was essential both to the preparation of the inventory and to
the success of the survey. Their knowledge of the history of Pangani and their assistance in locating
sites at Ras Kikokwe and in the Muhembo/Choba area were particularly valuable. They and a number
of other members of the “Task Force” contributed much by relating histories, facilitating access to
buildings and arranging meetings with property owners and other informants.
1.3.2

Research

An initial period of research was carried out by the Cultural Heritage Consultant in Dar es Salaam and
by Jeremy Cross. The main libraries/collections consulted were the National Library (East African
Collection) on Bibi Titi Mohammed Street, the Library of the National Museum, the Documentation
Room of the Antiquities Division and the National Archives.
Useful material was collected from the National and Museum Libraries and Antiquities, including old
photographs of Pangani from the German period (in the Museum Library Photograph Collection),
numerous articles on, or relevant to Pangani (National Museum Library), old Antiquities Annual
Reports (Antiquities Documentation Section) as well as rich background information on the historical
context from more general books and publications (National and National Museum Libraries). In
addition, Jeremy Cross visited the Maps and Surveys Division. In his search for maps of Pangani
District and Town, he found the 1:2,500 series map of Pangani in the National Library. This has
formed the basis of all subsequent mapping of Pangani Town in this report.2 Similarly he located the
1:50,000 Pangani sheet in the Maps and Surveys Division Library, which has been used for plotting
the sites in the area surrounding Pangani Town in Inventory as well as the report.3
2
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E.g. Maps 2-10 below, etc.
E.g. Map 11 below.
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“Old Pangani in 1890” (National Museum Library Photograph Collection)

German Customs House, with open Post Office
counter, public well and town clock, c.1906-19
(National Museum Library Photograph Collection).

Drawing for the building now called the Doctor’s or
DSO’s House, July 1910 (National Archives, G 7/143).

The majority of the Cultural Heritage Consultant’s time in Dar es Salaam was spent in the National
Archives, to which access was kindly obtained for the course of this assignment through an
arrangement made by the Antiquities Division, Dar es Salaam. The National Archives proved to have
so much material on Pangani that only a superficial review of the collection could be made in the time
available.
The “Pangani District Book” was the first item requested. The “District Books” are collections of
hand- and typewritten documents composed or collected by the District Officers during the period of
British Administration. They have material that is sometimes variable in quality (depending on the
conscientiousness and knowledge of the District Officer in charge), but often includes valuable
material on the tangible heritage, usually in the “History” section. In the case of Pangani, the District
3
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Book haas transcriptiions of local oral historyy, background
d on the poppulation of thhe District, and
a notes
on: the sisal
s
industryy, Christian missions in the area, thee geography, and the histtory of Pangani (as it
was undderstood in that
t
period) amongst othher material..4 In particullar, the Disttrict Book co
ontains a
report written
w
by the archaeologgist G.S.P. Freeman-Gre
F
enville in thee 1950s on tthe historicall sites of
Pangani District andd their conservation needds.5 This givees details off more than 118 sites rang
ging from
c.15th too late 19th cenntury, from Muhembo
M
inn the north to
o Uzimia in the south off the District, with an
account of their statuus and condittion more than half a cen
ntury ago – very
v
illuminaating for this study, as
a numbeer of the sittes surveyedd during the assignment have all buut disappeareed in the inttervening
period.
o the olderr material on Panganii in the
Much of
Archives is found inn the Germann records datiing from
around 1888
1
to 19166. The materiial is very exxtensive.
As the object of thhe study waas to find out more
about thhe buildings and the Heeritage Consuultant is
not fluennt in Germann, she decideed to concenntrate on
a searchh for visuaal materials such as drrawings,
buildingg plans, tow
wn maps, photographic material,
m
etc. No photographss were foundd, but about 20 files
relating to German building prrogrammes and
a land
issues inn Pangani weere identifiedd and a conssiderable
amount of material from these was
w digitallyy copied
and is prresented on DVD
D
with thhis report.

Sk
ketch of the Booma in a letter dated Februa
ary 1907
(N
National Archives, G7/143)

This maaterial includees:
x
Original meeasured draw
wings for the DSO and DA
AS’s Housess
x
Drawings for
fo the Policee/Askari Barrracks
x
A hand-drawn map of thhe central paart of the old town area of Pangani
wings of thhe Boma, Cuustoms Hou
use and Eduucation Buildding in hand
d-written
x
Sketch draw
letters whicch appear to be
b discussingg planned mo
odifications (yet to be fuully translated
d).
A sketch deesign for streeet lights for Pangani (illu
ustrated laterr in this reporrt).
x
Detailed drawings of laand plots, botth in and outtside Panganni Town, witth documentss relating
x
to land ow
wnership andd registrationn – part of the Germann Land Reggistration pro
ogramme
(several of these plot drrawings and one set of documents waas photograpphed, in ordeer to give
a sample off this materiaal, which filleed several filles)
In as many
m
cases as
a possible, the documeents associatted with thee plans and drawings were
w
also
photograaphed, hopinng that trannslation can later be made.
m
The result of this exercise is
i that a
considerrable amountt of new maaterial is now
w available in
n Pangani onn the DVD, enabling thee District
and residents of the town to exaamine it for themselves. Arrangemennt for translaation and ressearch of
the colleected documeents can be carried
c
out ass time and fu
unding allow
w.
Overall, the particippants felt thaat the researcch exercise was
w very woorthwhile. A
As far as the National
Archives is concernned, clearly only the surrface has beeen scratchedd, and, of thhe material gathered,
g
much off the information it conttains cannot be properly understood until translaation has beeen made.
But enouugh was learrnt, through this
t exercisee, of the exten
nt of these reecords to inddicate that a thorough
t
project of research into the Archives
A
is needed,
n
whiich, if carrieed out, willl greatly add
d to our
knowleddge of the hisstory of Panggani in the German
G
period.6
4

A disprooportionate amoount of space inn the “History” section was giv
ven to developinng the theory thhat Pangani wass the site of
ancient Rhhapta (ref. earllier comments). Several of thee notes in the Pangani
P
Districct Book are of mixed value, such
s
as the
“History of
o Bushiri Estatte” which is clearly coloured by
b anti-German sentiment.
5
Freemann-Grenville wass author of seveeral important books
b
on the arcchaeology and history
h
of Tanzzania and the Eaast African
coast in geeneral, which inncludes much material
m
relevannt to Pangani (seee bibliographyy).
6
Except for
f the Pangani District Book, the British reccords were not explored, partlyy due to time cconstraints, parttly because
the recordds were more recent
r
(see com
mment below) and partly beccause the catalloguing system
m was organised
d in a less
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Sketch map of Pangani, 1911, showing land plots at the centre of the historic area. Note the Customs House
(‘Zollamt’) and Old Mosque (‘Moschee’) marked along the street at the bottom (National Archives, GM/167).

1.3.3

Planning the Fieldwork in Pangani

After this initial research, a review was made of known heritage sites in the Greater Pangani area to
establish priorities for fieldwork outside Pangani Town and plan the itinerary. A list was assembled of
sites mentioned in Freeman-Grenville’s 1950s report, in old Antiquities Annual Reports and other
sites reported by Pangani informants. Those identified are shown in the table below with their
distances from Pangani Town (approximate in the case of those not subsequently visited) and showing
which sites were visited during the fieldwork.

accessible way for the type of materials which would be useful. It is expected that there will also be much documentation
from the British and post-Independence periods relevant to Pangani. One of the principal reasons for the focus on the
German records is because many of Pangani’s key historic structures were erected during the period of German rule. Also, it
covers an earlier historical period where information on the town’s development is less available.

5
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TABLE 1. SITES OF PANGANI DISTRICT, ARRANGED FROM NORTH TO SOUTH,
SHOWING SITES VISITED/INVENTORIED DURING THE SURVEY.
PDB = Freeman-Grenville report or other material in Pangani District Book.
UZK = List of Pangani sites created by UZIKWASA with the assistance of Pangani elders and research by Jeremy Cross.7

Site name

Bushiri

Approx
Distance
(N or S of
river)

12-15km
N

Details

1. House associated with
Abushiri (instigator of the
1888-9 “Arab Revolt”).
2. Buildings of the old Bushiri
Sisal Estate.
3. Shamba Abushiri.
Ruins of a mosque and a pillar
tomb, c.15th century.

Mnarani
Dahali

11km N

Madanga
Village
Choba

8km N

Portuguese trenches.

6km N

Muhembo

3 km N

Well associated by oral
tradition with the Portuguese.
1. Ruins of a mosque and
graves.
2. Site with Swahili/Islamic
remains and stone artifacts.
3. Mkoma Cave where leper
chief took refuge.

Bweni

0.5km S

Bweni Ndogo

1km S

Ras Muheza
Unidentified
Wreck
Ras Kikokwe

Oral.
1 Antiquities
Report for 1958,
p.14; PBD.
2. Antiquities
Report for 1958,
p.14.
3. UZK.
Oral; PBD; UZK.

3km S
3km S

Shipwreck

Oral

6km S

1. Small group of tombs with
square pillars and remains of
circular tower.
2. Lautherborn Monument.
3. “Residence of the
Portuguese”.
Grave, c.18th-19th century.

1. Antiquities
Report for 1958,
p.14.
2. Oral; PBD.
3. Oral

Stahabu *(vii)

21km S

7

Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.13-14;
VP.
UZK.

Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.14;
PBD; UZK.
Oral; PBD; UZK.

16km S

Kipumbwi

1. Oral; UZK.
2. Oral; PDB.
3. UZK.

Bweni Kuu Mosque and older
structures in the village centre.
Bweni Ndogo Mosque,
another mosque ruin and
several groups of graves.
German fort; German graves.

Ushongo
Mtoni

Site name

Principal Source(s)
of Info

Approx
Distance
(N or S of
river)

28km S

Large pillar tomb

Details

18th -19th century mosque and
graves; other mosques and
graves; sea wall fort
embankment.

Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.15;
PBD.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.14.
Principal Source(s)
of Info

Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.14;
PBD; UZK.

Visited
3(yes)
x (no)

Inventoried
3(yes)
x (no)

3*(i)

X

3

3

x *(ii)

x *(ii)

3

3

3*(iii)

3*(iii)

3

3

3

3

3*(iv)

3*(iv)

3*(v)

3

3*(vi)

3*(vi)

x

X

x

X

Visited

3(yes)
x (no)

Inventoried

x

X

See Appendix.
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Site name

Approx
Distance
(N or S of
river)

Kipumbwi
Mtoni

28km S

Kiungani

30km S

Sange

67km S

Buyuni Kuu

Mkwaja

Mkwaja
Bimbini
Kisikimto

Mafui

Uzimia

70km S

70km S

70km S
70km S

78km S

80km S

Details

Fragment of a defensive wall;
part of a gatehouse (?).
Two pillar tombs at c.14th-15th
century settlement site.
Narrow house built of coralrag rubble in lime mortar and
roofed with stone “probably of
no great age”.
Ruins of graves, mosque and a
house, c.18th century.
1. Ruin of a mosque, c.19th
century.
2. German Boma.
Two large graves of uncertain
date.
Ruins of mosque and 5 tombs,
c.18th-19th century
Ruins of mosque with inset
porcelain bowls; and graves,
c.18th-19th century.
Ruins of a mosque and graves,
18th-19th century.

Principal Source(s)
of Info

Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.14;
PBD.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.14.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.15.
Antiquities Report
for 1957, p.8;
PBD; UZK.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.15;
PBD.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.15.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.15;
PBD; UZK.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.15;
PBD.
Antiquities Report
for 1958, p.15;
PBD.

Visited
3(yes)
x (no)

Inventoried
3(yes)
x (no)

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

* (i) Bushiri. The German graves were not known to the informants (residents of Bushiri Estate).
*(ii) Madanga. This site was tentatively reported to UZIKWASA but not verified.
* (iii) Muhembo. Mkoma Cave was not identified by informants on the field visit.
* (iv) Ras Muheza. Similarly no German graves could be found in the area though enquiries were made. The Lautherborn Monument at Ras
Kikokwe may have been meant, though Lautherborn was Danish, not German.
* (v) The wreck site was viewed from the nearest sandbank at a distance of about 20 metres away.
* (vi) Ras Kikokwe. A fourth site was reported to the survey team and inventoried at Ras Kikokwe during the fieldwork, which is described
as “Hamisi Tomb”.
* (vii) The Stahabu site no longer exists according to Mzee Zuberi Mwambani and Mr Sekibaha.

After consultation with the clients, who required the main focus of the Consultants work to be on
Pangani Town, and because of the time/distances involved in reaching many of the sites in the south
of the District, it was decided that the following eight site areas only would be visited outside
Pangani.
x
Bushiri
x
Bweni
x
Bweni Ndogo
x
Choba
x
Mnarani Dahali
x
Muhembo
x
Ras Kikokwe
x
Ras Muheza
A maximum of 2-3 days would be allowed for these visits and the remaining time would be spent on
the sites in Pangani Town.
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MAP 1. PANGANI DISTRICT, SHOWING LOCATION OF SOME SITES NOT COVERED IN THE
SURVEY DUE TO DISTANCE FROM PANGANI. (Map: Jeremy Cross/Karen Moon)

8
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1.3.4

Fieldwork Activities in Pangani

During the fieldwork period, the sites, both inside and outside Pangani Town, were visited and
recorded, stakeholders’ meetings were organised, community elders were interviewed and
information on the sites was collected from the Task Force, from District officials and from numerous
additional local residents and property owners.
At each site or property inventoried, these activities were carried out:
x
Information available on the site was entered on the inventory form.
x
A photographic record was made.
x
GPS point(s) were taken (chiefly at sites outside Pangani Town).8
x
Pangani residents accompanying the survey were questioned about their knowledge of the
site’s history and context.
x
Village elders or other persons in the immediate locality (for sites outside Pangani) and
house owners or residents living nearby (within the town) were interviewed if this could be
arranged during the time of the field visit.
x
Assessment was made of conservation needs (when the Conservation Architect was present).
x
Drawings were made as appropriate to the site (when the Conservation Architect was
present).

1.4
1.4.1

The Inventory
Inventory Format

The Antiquities Division is currently developing an inventory system for recording the mainland’s
cultural heritage resources with the assistance of the Swedish National Heritage Board. None of
Pangani’s cultural heritage sites have been formally inventoried prior to the current assignment.
The latest version available of the Division’s “General Form for Recording and Documentation of
Heritage Sites and Resources” has been used for the Pangani Inventory, with modifications that were
developed by the Heritage Consultant under the recent Kilwa/Rufiji/Mafia inventory assignment, a
programme carried out as part of the Government’s Marine and Coastal Environment Management
Project (MACEMP), completed March 2008. The experience of this earlier inventory work drew
attention to a deficiency of the system which the Heritage Consultant has worked to rectify during this
study. Kilwa Kivinje was the first historic town site to be inventoried under the new system. Use of
the “General Form” for Kivinje demonstrated that, for such a large, multi-component site, the form
gets too long and still does not have sufficient room for recording such things as the features,
condition and ownership of so many individual components. Time had been insufficient for the
development of a new form for Historic Towns under this earlier assignment, but it was recommended
in the associated report that such a form should be developed. Therefore the Heritage Consultant has
prepared a new form during the present Pangani Inventory assignment which is used for the first time
here, in an attempt to fill this gap. This new record form has been provisionally named the “Special
Form for Additional Documentation of Sites in an Historic Town”. If the Antiquities Division finds
this supplementary form suitable for it purposes and decides to use it in the future, further testing and
modification will probably be necessary to achieve the optimum design.9
The decision was made in this assignment that the Conservation Architect would not complete the
additional “Annexe for Ruins and Buildings” for the Pangani study because: the requirements of the
Terms of Reference demanded that his time should be spent on other tasks, which did not allow for
8
It is not usually considered useful to take GPS points in an urban situation where sites are close together and there are other
means such as street names/plot numbering which are more accurate ways to identify the site locations.
9
The form may also be suitable for use with other types of multi-component sites like Kilwa Kisiwani, which are not
historic towns but where similar problems were evident. In this case the title of the form will need to be reviewed.

9
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completion of these forms as well; the information to be entered there was already included in the
Conservation Report; and descriptions of the sites were more clearly illustrated by the drawings than
in written accounts.
The GPS points taken at the sites use the Projected Coordinate System (Arc1960/WGS84 UTM
37South) in preference to the Latitude/Longitude system used by the Antiquities Division in the past
(e.g. in Antiquities Annual Reports) as this is in line with the current practice of Government’s Land
Use Planning and Mapping Departments and will enable more efficient coordination between
Government departments in the future. (The points can always be converted to Latitude and
Longitude if needed.)
The Antiquities Division advised the Consultants that they are not yet ready to develop a system of
I.D. coding and therefore requested that the space for this on the Inventory Records should be left
blank.
1.4.2

Inventory Components

Pending the development of specialised database software by the Antiquities Division in which to
hold inventory documentation, the Inventory Records for the sites are presented on a DVD in sets of
folders. The Inventory Record for each site is held in a folder labelled with the site’s name. Within
each of the main site folders are the following sub-folders, which are included for future use even if
they are empty at present:
Inventory Record: containing the “General Form” and, in the case of Pangani Town, a sub-folder for
Individual Sites holding the “Special Forms for Additional Documentation of Sites in an Historic
Town”.
2008 Photographic Record: containing the photographic record of the site made during the
September/October 2008 survey.
Archive Images: containing any other available images collected during the assignment including
earlier photographs of the site, sketches, paintings, engravings, etc. (Where photographs from the
National Museum collection are relevant to a specific site, they have been copied into this folder as
well as being held together in the National Museum collection folder.)
Additional Documentation: containing any documentation specific to the site collected during the
assignment, such as material from the National Archives, or copied from the internet, or documents
that have been specially scanned.
Measured Drawings and Site Plans. The architectural drawings of the sites made for this assignment
are found in this folder. Other earlier measured drawings of the sites, where available, are placed in a
sub-folder within this section.
Maps: containing a detail map to show the site’s geographical location. The circles marked on the
maps indicate the position of the GPS points taken during the sites survey only. They do not indicate
the extent of the sites or relate to site boundaries.
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2
2.1

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Key Tangible Heritage Resources of Pangani Town

Pangani was one of Tanzania’s chief coastal trading centres in the 19th century and well into the 20th
century. Though a large proportion of the edifices constructed in this period of prosperity have now
gone, its urban layout and a number of key structures survive, while the scale of new construction has
largely remained in keeping.
Pangani’s historical, architectural and cultural significance rests on many factors of which some are
listed below (chronologically arranged):
• Its origins in the 15th century settlements of the surrounding area (Muhembo, Mkoma,
Choba).
• The river trade route leading into the interior, used by local peoples, and, later, ivory and
slave caravans and explorers.
• The period of Arab rule and influence, when many Indians moved to Pangani, and the town’s
continuing links with Zanzibar and Oman.
• Its agricultural importance in the 19th and early 20th centuries in the production of copra, sisal,
sugar and betel nuts.
• The town’s involvement with slavery and the slave trade.
• Its history of resistance to German rule and primary role in events of the 1888-1889 uprising
known as the “Abushiri Rebellion” or “Arab Revolt”, the leader of which died and was buried
in Pangani.
• Its position as District Headquarters under the German and British occupations, continuing
after Independence.
These have left a rich legacy of both tangible and intangible heritage. The tangible heritage includes
historic ruins and public spaces, buildings and fortifications, memorials, monuments and graves.
There is also the site of a public execution of national importance (Abushiri’s Hanging Place) and a
shipwreck visible above the waterline dating from 1917 (the Ras Muheza Shipwreck). In the town and
immediately surrounding area, the survey of Pangani identified more than 60 sites which are
significant for their historical, architectural and cultural values, 47 of these in the town itself.
For the purposes of this study, the identified sites in Pangani Town have been divided into seven
groups.
• German sector
• India Street
• Jamhuri Street/river front
• Abushiri heritage
• Njiakuu/Tanga Road
• Sites surrounding the Old Bohora Mosque
• Sites surrounding Uhuru Ground
These areas are shown on Map 2 below, and will be described in more detail in subsequent sections.10
Of these groups, the German Sector covers by far the most extensive land area and contains two of the
largest individual sites, the Boma and Education Building, which are public buildings, along with a
substantial area of public parkland. The Boma and its park, with India Street and the small section of
Jamhuri Street where historic buildings remain, are Pangani’s primary tangible heritage resources.
However, there are many other smaller sites of cultural, historical and architectural interest in the
town.

10

For all sites mentioned, only a brief outline is given here. The Inventory Record for Pangani Town provides a fuller
account and should be seen as the principal resource.
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MAP 2. OVERVIEW: AREAS OF HISTORIC INTEREST IN PANGANI TOWN

12
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2.1.1

German Sector and Police/Askari Base

This grooup of sites is composedd principallyy of German
n colonial arrchitecture annd heritage, but also
includess elements reeflecting the period
p
of British Rule, th
he attainmennt of Independence and th
he town’s
status ass District Heaadquarters inn the post-Inddependence period.
p
The keyy site here iss Pangani’s German
G
Bom
ma, the seat of the District Administtration since German
times annd in good coondition withh only minorr alterations since the end of Germann rule. It is a fine and
imposing structure, with
w several well-carvedd doorways. A number off oral traditioons survive about
a
this
buildingg, adding to its significannce as a culttural resourcce. Its historyy, however, has never been fully
researchhed and manny conflictinng stories of its originss are told.11 Despite thee long contiinuity of
functionn, as this repoort is being prepared,
p
thee District is planning
p
to vacate
v
the buiilding and reelocate to
a new siite at Mkoma Bay. This will leave thhe building without
w
a usee, as there is no plan for any new
functionn. The responnsibility for the
t building will pass to Antiquities
A
D
Division,
butt currently th
here is no
budget allocated
a
for the Divisionn to develop the
t site.
The pubblic space surrrounding the building iss laid out as a formal garden with a nnumber of larrge trees.
This parrk is well-useed by the ressidents of Panngani for forrmal and infoormal meetinngs and as a place for
rest andd relaxation. It is the onlly large publlic space witth shade treees in Panganni that is useed in this
way. In addition, a single-storey
s
y residential building witth front veraanda from thee German peeriod can
be seen in the grounds, which addds to its attraaction. This public park has
h significaant heritage value
v
due
to its hisstoric charactter, its aestheetic qualitiess and its long
gstanding usee by the comm
munity.

MAP 3. GE
ERMAN SEC
CTOR AND POLICE/ASK
P
KARI BASE

11

Accordiing to some tradditions, it was built
b
by an Arabb called Moham
med Salim al-Brreki (or al-Brakko) in 1810, the roof being
added by the Germans. This
T was not substantiated by the
t work carrieed out by the Coonsultants durinng the assignmeent, neither
in the histtorical sources examined
e
(whicch did not menntion this), nor in
i the evidence of the survivinng physical stru
ucture. (See
Inventory Record for the site.)
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The Education Building and its associated structures lie behind the Boma. Currently used as an
extension of the District’s Administrative Offices, the Education Building appears also to originate
from the German period, though it is more usually remembered as the Old British Hospital.12 The
main two-storey building has recently been abandoned due to concern for its stability, but the singlestorey buildings encircling the rear courtyard remain in use and are expected to do so until the District
headquarters moves to Mkoma.13 This historic building is less attractive than the Boma, having a
heavy, concrete balustrade on the upper floor balcony, lacking decorative details, and now obscured at
the front by new building structures. Nevertheless it has some pleasing features including the entrance
veranda, the interior staircase, with its turned and fluted newel and wooden handrail, and many
typically-German doorway openings and wood-shuttered windows. It could be rehabilitated to make a
pleasant and useful building for various possible functions.
Two German-built residences can also be seen nearby. The one in the parkland, mentioned above, is
known as DAS’s House (house of the District Administrative Secretary), the other, as the Doctor’s or
DSO’s House. Both are little changed since German times. Being of the same period and
architecturally in sympathy with the Boma, they contribute much to the character of this area.
Unfortunately the Doctor’s House is now cut off from the main parkland by the same single-storey
structure which obscures the front of the Education Building. The DAS’s house remains in
Government ownership and is still the residence of the DAS. It is understood, that this function will
continue even after the rest of the District Headquarters has relocated to Mkoma. The Doctor’s House,
a particularly fine design, has been sold to a private owner. Further west along the river front is the
building previously called the Government Rest House also now in private ownership. This building
has less individuality than the two German-built residences and its date is unclear but also contributes
to the historic character of the area.
Other heritage sites in this sector include the German Cemetery and the Uhuru and German/British
Monuments. The German Cemetery is of significance as a place of memory and is still used for
Christian burials. It is of particular interest because of the late 19th and early 20th century grave-stone
inscriptions which survive. These add to our understanding of the German period in Pangani by
giving details of individuals who lived and died in the town, some of whom are referred to in other
sources. The group of German graves date from 1892-1911. There is also the grave of one Goan
individual, dated 1908, which reflects the existence for a long period in Pangani of a Goan
community. The two monuments – the Uhuru Monument, celebrating Independence and another
erected by the Germans (though later appropriated for British purposes) – stand in a prominent
location next to the ferry terminal. These mark historic political changes central to the history of the
town.
Pangani’s Police Headquarters still operates from the site of the purpose-built Police/Askari Base
constructed by the Germans, located immediately to the east of the Boma on the opposite side of the
main road. Plans for this site dated 1901-1902 exist in the German Records.14 Clearly some parts of
the original structures and wall of the compound remain.
The significance of the site described by Pangani informants as the “UMCA Site” is unclear. The
U.M.C.A. – the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa – appears never to have had a mission station
in Pangani, though its members passed through, and periodically worked in, the town. For this reason,
other UMCA mission sites in the Tanga region, established as permanent mission stations are likely to
be more significant.15 A church may have been built in this spot: perhaps of non-permanent materials,
as no visible evidence of a structure remains. Of considerably greater consequence, however, may be
the former use of this site. According to one local informant, before it was the site of the UMCA
church, it was known as the place where a member of Mwinyi Mkoma’s family was buried. The
12

A sketch of the building was found in a letter in one of the German files in the National Archives. The letter is dated
March 1908, which precedes the period of British administration.
13
The concern about its stability was unfounded. See Conservation report on this building.
14
In the National Archives, Dar es Salaam (G7/142).
15
None of these have been visited by the Consultants. The main UMCA mission station in the area was at Magila.
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Mwinyi Mkoma family, according to oral tradition, was the founding family of Pangani town and
features in all traditional histories of the town.
2.1.2

India Street

India Street is the second of Pangani’s three primary tangible heritage areas. It is a street of one- and
two-storey structures built as combined shops and residences, typical of Tanzania’s older coastal
stone-built towns. Similar streets of such buildings are found in Kilwa Kivinje, Mikindani, Zanzibar
and elsewhere. The mixed-use structures found on such streets are often called “shopfront buildings”
because their large, folding doors on the street front are designed to open out for the display of goods
and/or to give access to the shop counter. The rear and/or upper stories are usually used as residences
of the shop owners and their families. The character and design of these buildings was influenced by
Indian retail establishments as many of the buildings were put up by Asian merchants of whom there
were considerable numbers operating in Pangani and other East African coastal towns, especially
from the mid 19th century. These buildings have several characteristic architectural features. About
half of the fifteen historic buildings have one or more decoratively-carved wooden doorways and
there are at least eight, heavily-panelled, Gujurati-style wooden doors. Louvred, wooden, window
shutters are common and the upper windows usually had ornamental, wrought-iron grilles though
only some are now remaining. A few of the buildings have wooden balconies, with decorative,
fretwork balustrades, extending from the front of the building to create a covered veranda below. 16

MAP 4. INDIA STREET
16

An initial survey of these features was carried out which gives a rough idea of the number of these features that survive
(See table in Annexe). These features are also recorded in photographs in the Photographic Record within the inventory
entry for Pangani Town.
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The buildings of India street are all different: some single storied, others double-storied, some
detached or semi-detached, others built in a row, some with balconies and some without, creating a
varied and lively assembly enriched by the many everyday activities taking place along the street.
Almost all have a low, raised platform at the front, with a lean-to roof supported on square columns,
which forms a shaded veranda where tailoring, or bargaining, or simply resting and conversation take
place. The balconied, upper stories on some buildings (Zahoro, Rajabu on the west side and Zahran
Nasri (Ahmed) and Zahran Nasri on the east), occasionally interrupt this flow as their greater size and
elaboration immediately attract the eye. In addition to decorative balustrades, several of these have
fretwork bands below the eaves-line and ornamental fretwork ‘capitals’ at the top of the columns
supporting the balcony roofs, which are particularly pleasing. Most outstanding of all is Rajabu
House, which has fine, ornamental, wooden balustrades at both the front and rear of the building. The
deep, L-shaped upper balcony at the rear is particularly impressive. This can be seen when
approaching the building from the west along the street which runs by the side elevation. The CCM
1910 Building, a charming corner building, with its date of construction decoratively rendered on the
upper walls in plaster relief, also attracts the eye. As a result the key heritage structures along India
Street are these 5 buildings: the Rajabu, Zahoro, Zahran Nasri and Zahran Nasri (Ahmed) Houses and
the CCM 1910 Building. These heritage resources do not stand alone. They are bound together by the
smaller buildings between them, each of which has an individuality of its own, creating a sympathetic
context and continuous historic environment. Indeed, the principal value of this street and source of
its significance should not be seen as the individual buildings: it is in the assembly as a whole. This
streetscape, largely unspoilt by modern intrusions or out-of scale additions, still gives an impression
of the original, historic character of Pangani in a way that no other part of the town does.
2.1.3

Jamhuri Street/River Front

Jamhuri Street runs along the north bank of the river facing towards Bweni. In the 19th century, it was
the location of many large stone buildings, both prestigious residences and public buildings like the
Customs House added by the Germans (probably in the 1890s). Early pictures of Pangani show the
whole river front lined with stone structures. Now only a small block of these historic buildings
survive. Today the Customs House dominates this group as the largest intact structure. It is a fine
building still in use and retaining most of its original features, such as large wooden doors of the main
entrance with their ornamental metalwork hinges. There have been unfortunate modifications to the
decorative battlements above the twin, two-storey towers, but these could easily be reinstated as
photographic evidence survives. The Customs House is historically as well as architecturally
significant, because it reflects the trading importance of Pangani Town and represents the German
period of occupation. The building is flanked on both sides by buildings of heritage value.

Pangani in 1900
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The Customs House today.

The Al-Kasaby CCM House is now derelict and the front elevation has collapsed, but it still has lofty
interior spaces, with wall niches and elegant arches intact. It must have been amongst the finest of the
great Arab residences on the river front. A good photographic record of the front elevation survives.
Like the Boma, complex oral traditions have built up around this building which is associated in many
accounts with slavery. Its heritage value is high and it should be saved if at all possible.

MAP 5. JAMHURI STREET/RIVER FRONT
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The Pangani Industries Building, a short distance to the west of the Customs House, also started life
as one of the imposing residential stone buildings of the river front. It has sadly suffered modification
and partial demolition over time, yet still retains part of the front elevation and some original interior
features in the form of wood door and window frames and arched wall niches and doorways. Being
one of only two Arab stone buildings of the river front still standing, it adds considerably to the
significance of the surviving Jamhuri group, both for its tangible remains and symbolic value. In later
life, a factory was built at the eastern side for the production of copra, a crop which has been a
mainstay of Pangani’s economy for at least 150 years.
Another heritage building of this Jamhuri Street group is the Old Mosque next the Customs House on
the west side, which is the oldest Ibadhi Mosque and probably among the earliest buildings surviving
in Pangani today. Its cultural significance to the local Ibadhi community, as well as to the small group
of historic buildings of which it is part, justifies its protection and careful preservation.
Lastly, the Hamad Halfan House is a relatively recent building but typical in overall design and scale
of the type of smaller traditional buildings of Pangani Town. Contributing to the historic atmosphere
of Jamhuri Street, it has contextual value.
Extending the full length of Jamhuri Street from the coconut collection point at the east, near the
river’s mouth, to the far west end of Pangani Town is a retaining wall built to protect the river’s banks
from erosion by the tides. Constructed by the Germans and renovated and improved in the British
period, it still functions today, though some areas are failing and need repair. This wall was built some
metres forward of the building line, which allows for the passage of pedestrians, carts, and now
vehicles, along the river front and functions as a promenade. Casuarina trees, planted beside the wall
in a long series were part of the German scheme of improvements. At some point, well-designed
lanterns were fixed in places, providing decoration as well as light.17 This promenade is one of the
principal areas used in town as a place of public meeting, where people relax and talk, watch the river
and the activities of boats, and look across to Bweni. It continues to be one of the chief attractions and
cultural resources of the town. Drainage channels, designed to evacuate water from behind the wall,
were also installed as part of the river-wall development programme. These substantially survive and
are a good example of the town’s early infrastructure and sanitation improvements.

View of the river wall and promenade showing one of the lanterns.
17

Some were probably installed during the German period and other during British rule.
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2.1.4

Abushiri Heritage

There are two sites in Pangani Town associated with Abushiri bin Salim al-Harthi, a central figure in
the 1888-1889 uprising against the Germans variously known as the “Abushiri Rebellion”, the
“Abushiri War” or the “Arab Revolt”. The location of both of these sites is dependent on oral tradition
rather than tangible evidence. The first site, behind and to the east of India Street, is said to be the site
of Abushiri’s grave. A local informant took the Heritage Consultant to a small area, lying behind and
between two residential buildings, which seemed abandoned or perhaps used as a rubbish dump. No
sign of a structure was evident, though the site was not cleared or further explored. The second site, at
the far east end of Jamhuri Street, to the south of the Pangadeco Factory, which was at one time the
location of the abattoir, is the place where Abushiri was executed according to various informants.
Abushiri was executed by hanging by the German Administration in Pangani shortly after his capture,
following a brief court-marshal, on 15th December 1889.
These sites must be considered of national importance. The Abushiri Rebellion, was a widespread and
for some while successful resistance to German colonization which brought together several sectors of
coastal society. At present, these historical sites are all but lost to Pangani residents, though they
might be considered a focus for community pride and play a useful role in local education
programmes; and the very interesting history they represent is little promoted to visitors. In all, the
town receives little benefit from being at the centre of this historic story. The sites are unmarked and
the places will inevitably be lost to memory as time passes if this remains the case.

MAP 6. ABUSHIRI SITES
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2.1.5

Njiakuu /Tanga Road

A number of interesting older buildings survive along this road, which provides several points of
entry to the old town from the north along its length. The structures at the junction with India Street
are of special value because this is the first sight of Old Pangani Town when arriving from the north.
The buildings are visually connected with the India Street ensemble: they are important both at the
approach to India Street from the north and as part of the streetscape looking up India Street from the
south. The Laamary Building and Saleh House are especially key buildings in this streetscape. Both
are architecturally significant in themselves. The Laamary House, a fine, large, two-storey corner
building with upper balconies on two sides, with traditionally decorated fretwork balustrades, is in a
landmark position. Saleh House is also a fine building of individual and distinctive design. The Jibran
and Dachi Houses are typical single-storey, stone buildings of the type commonly built by indigenous
people of the old coastal towns (i.e. with minimal Arab and Asian influence). They provide context to
the Laamary and Saleh Houses and strengthen the heritage value of this group.

MAP 7. NJIAKUU/TANGA ROAD
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2.1.6

Sites Surrounding the Old Bohora Mosque

The Old Bohora Mosque, now a madrassa of the Bilal Muslim Mission of Tanzania, is another
landmark structure of quite a different kind. This is a large, multi-component group of buildings
including a mosque, madrassa and other buildings, and has a large courtyard area with a well. This
ensemble is set within a walled compound situated in open public ground. Good views of this large
structure are possible from all but the west side. A small preaching tower (kinara) with its decorative
parapet can be seen rising above the wall from east as can the madrassa and mosque buildings, both
of which are two-storey with their upper levels well above the height of the perimeter wall. At the
south there are two doorways, each surmounted by an idiosyncratically-designed masonry head in the
form of an arch. This building dominates an open space much used by the community (especially for
football) and can be seen from a considerable distance especially from the east. It is an important
heritage structure in this part of the old town. To the right of a drainage channel, at the west side of
the open space east of the mosque is another Kinara preaching platform, the only standing structure in
this open area. Next to this Kinara Kiosk are some graves of prominent people of Pangani, including
Liwali Kaima (liwali = governor or magistrate) and his wife Fatima.
South of the Old Bohora Mosque, a narrow lane runs from east to west. It is immediately behind
Jamhuri Street and the rear of the Customs House opens onto it. This street, according to local
informants was the ‘old’ India Street where the Asians in Pangani first lived before they moved to the
current India Street. Besides the Customs House, only three buildings survive here to represent this

MAP 8. SITES SURROUNDING THE OLD BOHORA MOSQUE
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part of the town’s history. The most architecturally significant is the Rehema Abdul House (also
known as “Bwanga House”), a two-storey building of typical mixed use (i.e. commercial/residential),
“shopfront” design with many original features and most door and window details unchanged. The
other two buildings in this group, the Rashad and Kombo Houses are unfortunately in very poor
condition, and the Kombo House has been much-altered following collapse of the upper floor. But
these buildings remain important because they are among the few surviving structures in this historic
street. They also abut the rear of the German Customs House and so provide an appropriate
environment for this important site.18
2.1.7

Sites Surrounding Uhuru Ground

The Uhuru Ground is another large public space behind Jamhuri Street, just to the east of the open
area containing the Old Bohora Mosque though visually separated from it by a few intervening
buildings. The Uhuru Ground was created as a public open space after Independence, to be used for
political and other meetings. Rich in history, it was formerly used by the Abdissalam family for
drying copra and betel nuts and, according to oral tradition, was used in the 19th century as a place for
selling slaves. It is roughly the shape of a triangle, with a mosque at the east end. Two large
residential buildings face towards it from the west and north. The most dominating structure here by

MAP 9. SITES SURROUNDING UHURU GROUND
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Substantial stone buildings once stood in the areas to the north and east of the Customs House (indicated in broken lines in
Map 8). Some piles of rubble remain but most of the stone has been removed for use elsewhere. No evidence of the
appearance of these structures survives, making any project of authentic rehabilitation or restoration impossible.
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far is the Abdissalam Building, a large three-storey, stone-built Arab residence. The building has now
lost its original appearance due to replacement of the wooden balconies, which graced its front
elevation, with concrete ones and comprehensive modernization in the 1980s has resulted in removal
of most original features in the interior. Still, it is the largest Arab residence surviving in Pangani, the
most prominent Arab building not in ruins, and remains in the ownership of the Abdissalam family,
for several generations one of the principal Arab families of the town. The large, decoratively-carved
wooden door is one of the finest in Pangani. In addition to its size, landmark position at the head of
Uhuru Ground, and architectural merits, it is historically and culturally significant. It was at one time
the residence of Sheikh Seleman bin Nasor el-Lemki, an Omani Arab of great prestige and authority
employed by the Sultan of Zanzibar as liwali or Governor of Pangani in the 1890s who was leader of
the puritan Ibadhi community in Zanzibar. He also served the Germans as liwali of Bagamoyo and
Dar es Salaam before he resigned after a quarrel with them in 1903. The Ibadhi Mosque, south of the
Abdissalam building may have been used by him.
North of the Uhuru Ground are several further heritage structures. The Nasoro Mohamed Nasoro
Building is also a large historic residence, now hidden from view by a banana plantation. It still has
some fine wooden doors and other original features, though the upper floor was extensively modified
in the 1980s. Behind this, and joined to it, is the small Buge-Vioja Yemeni Mosque with its
idiosyncratic entrance posts and raised preaching platform on the front elevation – of historical and
cultural importance especially to the Yemeni community.
The Regal Cinema is of cultural significance in quite a different way: because it provided
entertainment to the community when it was in operation from the 1950s to the 1980s. It was run by
one of the Goan families of Pangani which later moved to Tanga. Many older residents of Pangani
have happy memories of their time spent there. Last in this group is the Laamary 1955 House, a mid20th century private residence of a distinctive design unique in Pangani.
2.1.8

Special Note on Sites Not Inventoried or Insufficiently Assessed

For a number of reasons, one key heritage site was not inventoried and three were recorded only
superficially during the field visit.
Only basic inventorying of the three historic mosques of the old town was carried out. Exterior
observation and limited external photography was possible at the Old Mosque, Jamhuri Street and the
Buge-Vioja Yemeni Mosque. But permission to photograph even the exterior of the Ibadhi Mosque
near the Uhuru Ground was denied. Although enquiries were made with appropriate authorities, the
Consultants were not granted access to any of the mosque interiors. Neither was the suggestion that a
photographic record be made and inventorying exercise carried out by a member of the mosques’ own
communities taken up. It is understandable that the communities are reluctant to give access to nonMuslim individuals, but unfortunate that the communities do not see the value of recording their
heritage themselves. This leaves the Old Ibadhi Mosque on Jamhuri Street, the Ibadhi Mosque near
Uhuru Ground and the Buge-Vioja Yemeni Mosque with very incomplete inventory records.
A decision was made not to seek permission from the Police Department for access to the
Police/Askari Base due to constraints of time and the apparently limited extent of the historic remains.
2.1.9

Pangani Town – Heritage Value: Summary

The survey of Pangani carried out during this study shows that there are many heritage structures
remaining in Pangani Town. These heritage resources are valuable for three main reasons.
(i) For the people of Pangani. They are the tangible remains representing the history and cultural
development of Pangani Town. Together with the intangible heritage – the oral traditions,
music, dance and indigenous knowledge of the townsfolk, these form the cultural heritage of
Pangani’s people.
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Old buildings are a familiar framework for people’s lives. They demonstrate the skills and
achievements of past times. They hold the memories and history of the families who lived in
them and of past events – both those of which the community is proud, and conversely those
which offer lessons for the future – and tell the story of the town’s growth and development.
Shared cultural heritage binds people together, giving individuals in a community a sense of
identity, purpose and belonging. While living, urban places need to grow and change through
time, retaining a sense of the past is known to be beneficial, contributing to strengthen
communities and to holding generations together. Conversely, loss of the cultural heritage can
be destabilising, causing a community to lose its sense of identity and making the individuals
it comprises more likely to disperse.19 The cultural heritage of Pangani is important to
Pangani’s people!
(ii) Unutilised heritage buildings can be restored and once again become functional and valuable
resources within the built environment which will contribute to the viability, opportunity and
economic prosperity of Pangani.
(iii) Heritage resources can benefit the community by attracting visitors, who will need
accommodation when they come and will spend money in the town, creating employment and
improving incomes.
However, the numerous heritage structures identified in Pangani are scattered and are no longer a
continuous assembly. The loss of many older buildings has left only pockets of heritage structures
remaining. In addition, information about these sites is sometimes muddled or conflicting which
weakens the site’s cultural value and meaning.
The value of a historical or cultural heritage site rests on:
• Its authenticity: whether the physical remains are truly historic. Whether the information
known about the site is accurate, credible and sufficient to confirm its cultural or historic
significance. Are the claims made for the site’s significance really authentic?
• Its integrity: how much of the original site or structure remains. How much have the
modifications, deterioration or depletion which the site has suffered over time obscured or
reduced its heritage value?
Two aspects of authenticity are considered here. It is important to establish authenticity for the
physical structures (e.g. whether the materials and components are original). But the authenticity of
knowledge is also important, especially for visitor information and interpretation, i.e. whether the
history claimed for the building is authentic.
Questions about integrity and authenticity affect the value of the heritage as much for Pangani’s
people as for its visitors. Pangani has problems in this area. Here are a few examples to consider:
(i) Three sites of potentially high significance have been identified by Pangani elders: the
Mwinyi Mkoma family grave site and the sites of Abushiri’s grave and execution. But are
they authentic? Do we have enough accurate information about them to confirm the sites’
locations? If not, are these places significant at all?
(ii) Pangani is claimed by many promoting Pangani to be the 1st century A.D. market town of
Rhapta. Is it sensible to make such a definitive claim when archaeologists have never found
any materials earlier than the 18th century in the area and nothing earlier that 15th century at
the nearby settlements that preceded it? Pangani is authentic as a 19th century trading town;
unless some hard evidence emerges, unsubstantiated assertions that it is the site of ancient
Rhapta diminish its authenticity.
(iii) The Al-Kasaby CCM Building. No one has doubts that the physical remains are truly historic;
and the architectural value is unquestionably high. But the significance and heritage value
19

See for example, Stanley-Price, Nicholas, ed., Cultural Heritage in Post-War Recovery, ICCROM, Rome, Italy, 2007.
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currently claimed for this building rest principally on its use as a “Slave Depot”. This is
denied by the Al-Kasaby family and seems unlikely from the layout of the building, both of
which declare a basically residential function. Is the information we have accurate, credible
and sufficient to confirm this building’s significance as a slave depot or in this instance
should claims for the building’s significance be focused more on its architectural merits, with
oral traditions taking a secondary role? Effective promotion of a cultural heritage site to
outsiders depends on strong presentation derived from an accurate knowledge of its history
and an informed understanding of its significance. Oral traditions are important and add
considerably to the significance and interest of a heritage site, but should be presented as oral
traditions and not as history especially if they seem unlikely, or are disputed, and are not
verifiable.
(iv) Many of the historic buildings of Pangani are modest residential and/or retail structures
sometimes with only 2-4 rooms. Their heritage value is due to their traditional design,
construction and decorative features. Some residents are removing these features, for instance,
removing original window frames and ironwork grilles rather than repairing or repainting
them; discarding or selling the traditional carved doors. Eventually only the stonework shell
of the historic structure will remain. The integrity and heritage value of these buildings is
seriously diminished as a result (in most cases reducing their monetary value as well).
(v) The value of heritage structures is very much dependent on the condition and integrity of the
site environment as well as of the site. Out-of scale modern intrusions, such as the multistorey block on Jamhuri Street to the east of the Customs House, seriously compromise the
integrity and heritage value of Jamhuri Street as a whole. Imagine a multi-storey block like
this on India Street and the huge visual impact it would have! This would instantly destroy the
street’s coherence and character as an historic place.
The point of these examples is this: Pangani still has valuable heritage resources, but they are under
threat due to inadequate protection of the physical fabric and to questionable claims of significance
which undermine perceptions of their authenticity. Only careful planning and management with these
issues in sight will help Pangani’s people to keep their history and culture and conserve the value of
the town’s remaining heritage assets.

2.2
2.2.1

Key Heritage Sites of Greater Pangani Area
Bweni

MAP 10. BWENI
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The village of Bweni (often called Bweni Kuu or Big Bweni to distinguish it from its smaller
neighbour) is in a charming situation, facing onto the river and situated beneath sharply rising hills
behind. Bweni has existed as a settlement since at least the early 19th century and most likely for some
time before. It has retained its character and modest scale with few of its buildings more than a single
storey, one of the largest being the Bweni Kuu Mosque. The mosque originally had an elaborate
mihrb probably built in the 18th or early 19th century which – unusually – was decoratively modelled
on the exterior as well as the interior, allowing non-Muslims the opportunity to appreciate it. This still
survived until at least the 1960s, though has since been destroyed and the mihrb remodelled.
Fortunately, the old mihrb was recorded in detailed drawings by the architect Peter Garlake at some
time between 1962 and 1964.20 One of a small group of tombs built close to the outside of the
mosque, at the north end, is dated 1328 A.H. (1909 A.D.). The mosque is still in use and, being the
main Friday Mosque of the village is of considerable cultural significance to the community. It is also
an attractive building, in a prominent position on the river bank, and is a key feature of the Bweni
village landscape when viewed from Pangani.
This landscape, from the point of Ras Muheza at the river’s mouth westwards to Bweni Ndogo, is
very visible – a significant heritage asset in itself which needs protection. The view of Bweni is
already marred by the prominent hotel development on the hilltop which is intrusive and
inappropriate, spoiling the setting and overall value of the resource. Any further development in this
area will need to be very carefully controlled to avoid a negative impact on the view from Pangani
Town.
Besides the mosque, three other structures with heritage value were identified in Bweni: the Maulid
Kinara Kiosk in the centre of a small open square, the Bwanga Mweri House, and a ruined building
said to have been the residence of a slave trader known as “Gosi la Tembo” (Kiswahili for “the oldest
male elephant”), here described as the “Slave Trader House” Ruin. The Kinara Kiosk functions as an
open-air pulpit used for preaching during the Maulid celebrations. It probably dates from the 19th
century.
The Bwanga Mweri house is a traditional, residential building of coral-stone, which in recent years
has been abandoned. It is an interesting building, with several distinctive features such as the raised
baraza platform in the front room, the wooden window shutters with ironwork grilles and the
decoratively-shaped wall niches in the service area to the rear. This house is an excellent example of
the traditional style of building in Pangani and along the coast and the best seen in Bweni to represent
the local lifestyle and architecture of Bweni in the past which is now being lost. The “Slave Trader
House” is now partially collapsed but also has some of these features and, in addition, some
elaborately-modelled window openings. The oral traditions about the building – if confirmed by
further sources through interviews with elders of the village (or by some other means21) – would add
much to making this an important heritage site for the village.
2.2.2

Bweni Ndogo

The small village of Bweni Ndogo (Little Bweni), to the west of Bweni Kuu, is an older settlement
and the larger Bweni was probably originally an offshoot from it. The archaeologist FreemanGrenville described the adjacent area as scattered with shards of glazed pottery and Chinese porcelain
and mounds of building materials over some thirty acres. He dated the pottery to 16th-19th centuries.
There are several sites in this area which should be considered as heritage resources and merit
protection. The original mosque of the village is said by oral informants to have been destroyed by the
Germans with a “bomb” and there is now only a mound of building rubble at this site with an adjacent
grave by the roadside. This site would benefit from archaeological research which might indicate the
age of the mosque and help us to understand more of the history of the village. Some other sites
20

Garlake, 1966 (see Bibliography).
Research has recently been carried out in Bweni resulting in a publication: Glassman, 1995 (see Bibliography). This book
was not available to the Consultants during the assignment. It is expected that it will provide much additional information
about, and understanding of, the history of Bweni.
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(Sites located using GPS points taken)

MAP 11. HERITAGE SITES OF THE GREATER PANGANI AREA VISITED DURING THE SURVEY
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nearby seem to be quite ancient, particularly the “Double Tomb” which could be as early as 15th
century in date in view of the method of construction. According to the same local informants, the
current Bweni Ndogo Mosque was built to replace the one destroyed by the Germans which would
make it early 20th century. It is still in use and, though simple, a mosque of traditional design. Two
cemeteries in the area are also of heritage value. The cemetery of the “Double Tomb” mentioned
above has 18th-19th century graves in addition to the larger double tomb. The older graves in Kimu
Cemetery appear to be of similar date. These graves are those of the ancestors of local residents and
therefore culturally important. The design of several of these graves is quite distinctive and a walk
around the cemeteries would also be of interest to visitors. The “Double Tomb” is sometimes also
referred to locally as the Portuguese Grave, suggesting some historic connection with events in the
Portuguese period.
2.2.3

Choba

The Consultants were shown an old well at Choba, which was also said to be associated with the
Portuguese. The well is likely to be ancient and therefore of some local significance, but, as there are
many ancient wells on the Tanzania coast, it must be considered of minor interest only unless some
new information is uncovered.22 The connection of ancient sites with the Portuguese is common along
this part of the coast where Portuguese vessels landed periodically. The “Double Tomb” of Bweni
Ndogo and two of the sites at Ras Kikokwe are also said to have been built or used by the Portuguese.
2.2.4

Mnarani Dahali

According to earlier reports by experts, the remains at this site were more substantial than those
shown to the Consultants during the field visit. The Antiquities Annual Report for 1958, and the
architect Peter Garlake a few years later, both described a ruined mosque with arched doorways, the
qibla wall intact, and a pillar tomb nearby. The small structure examined on the field visit was
probably once a tomb but is now much ruined. There was no evidence of the mosque, which Garlake
recorded in his drawings published in 1966.23 The site was tentatively dated to the 15th century in the
Antiquities Report. Without archaeological investigation and with so little now remaining above the
ground it is difficult to assess the significance of this site which clearly merits further archaeological
study and protection. Its value for tourism in its present condition can only be considered low.
2.2.5

Muhembo

In Antiquities Reports of the 1950s and other earlier documentation on this resource, the site at
Muhembo was described as extensive – including two mosques and several substantial graves.
Freeman-Grenville, who visited during his fieldwork in the late 1950s, considered the mosque to date
from earlier than 1600 A.D. and the tombs to be of c.17th-19th century. There were also remains of an
ngoma or defensive wall visible at the time of his visit, which he thought may have been constructed
at the time of the Wazimba invasion at the end of the 16th century. As at Mnarani Dahali, there has
obviously been significant deterioration over the last 50 years. Sadly, most of these remains appear to
have gone. The site seen by the Consultants was very limited in size and had only two tombs; and
some low wall sections and wall stubs remaining from a structure now so depleted it could not be
identified. Nearby there is an mzimu, a place of worship where sacrifices are made to a spirit, which
has a small shelter erected between two trees. There are several oral traditions about the mzimu site
which appears still to be in use by local people. Sadly this depleted site is now overshadowed by a
further threat as the area has been surveyed for high density residential development.
There are many walls and wall stubs remaining from ancient mosques or houses at sites along the East
African coast. From this point of view, the 15th or 16th century remains at Muhembo are not
remarkable. The remaining tombs are of some minor interest as examples of 17th-19th century design,
but are in poor condition and in a remote location. Nevertheless the site is highly significant for
Pangani as the site of the settlement which preceded the modern town and therefore holding
22

The researcher Jonathan Walz is said by local informants to have visited the site recently, but has not yet published his
findings. This may throw some new light on the site’s history.
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information on this town’s earlier history and origins. The tourism potential of the site is low at
present due to the fact that the visible structures are so small and the remains are some distance from
other sites of interest. However, being the original site of Pangani, if the settlement site was cleared
and conserved, and especially if an archaeological survey could be carried out to gather more
information on its history and establish the full extent of the remains, it could become an important
attraction for visitors to the area if well-presented. The mzimu could be considered an attraction for
cultural tourism, but, again, the site is small and remote and would probably not merit a special visit
unless other activities were offered in the vicinity. As a secondary attraction on a nature or bird
watching walk in the area, the sites would be an interesting inclusion.
2.2.6

Ras Kikokwe

Ras Kikokwe is an area of the coast where several separate heritage sites were identified. A
monument to Christian Lautherborn, a Danish Director of Kikokwe Mwera Sisal Estate, who died at
Kikokwe in 1907, was found to have been demolished, deliberately according to local informants, by
local people who believed treasure might have been buried under it. The stonework lies on the ground
in broken pieces and no trace of the inscription tablet is visible today.
Earlier reports of archaeologists had noted a group of pillar tombs and remains of a small round tower
in this area. This is another site Freeman-Grenville considered pre-17th century. This site was not
conclusively identified but is most likely to be the Site with a Solitary Pillar where partly demolished
remains and a solitary pillar overgrown with vegetation were seen. The identity of this site is not
likely to be easily verified without full clearance of the overgrowth and archaeological investigation.
At another spot a second site was found with a structure which may have been a tomb. This was
inventoried as the ‘Hamisi Tomb’. This site was small though in open ground and in a beautiful
setting at the top of the cliff overlooking the sea. A further site was reported to be nearby, known
locally as the ‘Residence of the Portuguese’, but the Consultants were not able to investigate it
because the tide prohibited access and time did not permit the opportunity to return.
These sites at Ras Kikokwe are so depleted and/or so little is known of their history that they cannot
be identified as heritage resources of great significance at the present time and none of the sites in
their present condition is suitable for visitors. However, if research can demonstrate that the Site with
a Solitary Pillar indeed dates from the 15th-16th century, then it is one of the earliest sites in the
immediate vicinity of Pangani, would be of much interest and heritage value to Pangani residents and
could be prepared for presentation as a visitor attraction.
As to the Lautherborn Monument: conceivably, if a museum or display on the History of Sisal at the
Mwera Estate was developed as a local tourism attraction, the Lautherborn Memorial could be reerected as part of the display, but without other connected attractions its significance seems too slight
to warrant this.
As at Muhembo, all these sites are vulnerable as the land in this area has also been sub-divided into
plots for development. Without legal protection of the sites, this could lead to visual obstruction, loss
of access or removal/demolition of what little remains.
2.2.7

Ras Muheza German Watch Tower

This rather charming little fortification stands high above the river mouth on the south side of the river
just east of Bweni. Oral information given from several local sources give various versions of its
history, some saying it was built by the Portuguese and others by the Germans. The latter appears to
be correct. Firstly, the construction and design of the building with its crenellated battlement and
Omani-style openings is typical of the German style of building in Tanganyika; secondly, earlier
sources refer to it definitively as German (e.g. Freeman-Grenville in the Pangani District Book in the
1950s, not so very long after the German period) and thirdly, a simple sketch plan of the building was
found in the National Archives in a German letter of 31st March 1908, where it was described as a
“Signal Station”. According to Freeman-Grenville, the building was in good order at the time of his
29
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visit, having been maintained at the expense of the Mwera sisal estate, but now this small hexagonal
tower has lost its floors and is simply an empty shell which can only be described as a ruin. It has
much potential for tourism due to its attractive design, situation and views and is of significance both
architecturally and as a monumental reminder of German rule. This site has also been surveyed and is
threatened by development. In all situations where this is the case, it is essential that these plans are
reviewed to ensure adequate protection of, and access to, the heritage sites.
2.2.8

Ras Muheza Shipwreck

This wreck of a vessel lies at the mouth of the Pangani River on a sandbank and is visible above the
waterline particularly at low tide. There are several conflicting stories about the wreck, which is
commonly declared to be the remains of a German submarine by local residents, or alternatively the
wreck of the Möwe (German for ‘Seagull’), a boat which plied the Tanganyika waters during the
German period of occupation. Research carried out during this assignment showed that neither of
these identifications can be correct. The history of the Möwe is well documented: it was scuttled in
1914 in the harbour of Dar es Salaam. According to an expert consulted, there is no possibility it
could be a submarine. And the wreck apparently dates from 1917, so is more likely to be British than
German. The remains were tentatively identified by the expert as of a small trawler, perhaps one of
those used by the British Royal Navy as patrol boats along the coast.
As the identity of this wreck is uncertain, and so little is known about it, its significance cannot be
fully established. The wreck is of modest interest because it is almost a century old and is visible, but
with no information available, it cannot be easily promoted as an attraction. It is possible that it could
be suitable for snorkelling, but the safety of swimming would need to be verified as there may be
dangerous currents at the river mouth. The wreck is close to the German Watch Tower, so it can be
pointed out to visitors to that site, who might like to follow the path down to the beach and view it at
close quarters.

2.3

Summary of Site Condition

A full Conservation Report is part of this assignment, bound as a separate document. This section
highlights the findings only for sites considered by the Conservation Architect to require emergency
action. In addition, a summary of conservation needs for these and all other sites visited and assessed
by the Conservation Architect is given in the form of tables. Detailed information on the condition of
the sites and work plans with estimates of costs are located in the Conservation Report.
2.3.1
2.3.1.1

Pangani Town
CCM 1910 House

Significant development of tree growth is seriously affecting the general stability of the building.
2.3.1.2

Al-Kasaby CCM House

The roofing is missing and most of the walls are in very poor condition and close to collapse. The sea
front elevation has already entirely collapsed. The building is in urgent need of conservation and is
unlikely to survive more than a year or two without considerable further loss.
2.3.1.3

Pangani Industries Building

The building is engulfed in vegetation and the roofing is missing. The walls have been clumsily
repaired using cement, which is known to have a negative effect on such structures over time. The
vegetation should be cleared, conservation actions are needed to prevent collapse and the site should
be fenced.
2.3.1.4

Abdissalam Building

The walls have been clumsily repaired using cement and serious cracks are appearing in the building
corners.
A summary of conservation needs for those sites visited and assessed by the Conservation Architect in
Pangani Town is shown in the table below.
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF CONSERVATION NEEDS FOR SITES VISITED AND ASSESSED BY THE
CONSERVATION ARCHITECT IN PANGANI TOWN
Site area

PANGANI
TOWN
Abushiri
Sites

Bohora
Mosque area
German
Sector

Jamhuri
Street

Njiakuu
/Tanga Road
Uhuru
Ground

2.3.2

Site component

Sound or
nonurgent
needs

Needs
attention

Deteriorating

In danger of
collapse or
serious loss to
resource value

Abushiri’s
Grave

3

Abushiri
Hanging Place

3

Rehema Abdul
(Bwanga)
House
DAS’s House
Doctor’s
House
Education
Building
German Boma
CCM 1910
House
Mwichumo
House
Rajabu House
Zahran Salim
House
Customs
House
Hamad Halfan
House
Khalifa CCM
House
Pangani
Industries
Building
River Wall &
Promenade
Saleh House
Abdissalam
Building
Nasoro
Mohamed
Nasoro House
Regal Cinema

Comments/
Recommended
Action

Site only survives in
memory and should
be marked.
Site only survives in
memory and should
be marked.

3
3
3
3


3
3
3
3
3

3

3
3


3
3
3

3
3

Greater Pangani Area

The sites of Kimu Cemetery and the Cemetery of the Double Tomb at Bweni Ndogo;
the Tomb at
Mnarani Dahali; the Remains of a Building and Graves at Muhembo and the German Watch Tower at
Ras Kikokwe are all in dense bush, threatened by plant growth and vandalism and most of the walls
are in very poor condition. Conservation action is needed urgently to prevent collapse. Following
emergency conservation, funding should be sought to fully conserve and protect these sites so they
can be retained for the benefit of future generations.
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A summary of conservation needs for those sites visited and assessed by the Conservation Architect in
the Greater Pangani Area is shown in the table below.
TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF CONSERVATION NEEDS, GREATER PANGANI AREA
Site area

BWENI

BWENI
NDOGO

CHOBA
MNARANI
DAHALI
MUHEMBO

RAS MUHEZA

2.4
2.4.1

Site component

Bweni Kuu Mosque
and tombs
Maulid Kinara Kiosk
Bweni Ndogo Mosque

Sound or
non-urgent
needs

Needs
attention

Deteriorating

In danger of collapse
or serious loss to
resource value

3
3
3

Kimu Cemetery

3

Cemetery of the
“Double Tomb”
Well

3
3

Tomb

3

Remains of building

3

Cemetery

3

German Watch Tower

3

Heritage Protection
Stakeholders' Views

The concern of Pangani residents regarding the loss of their culture was one of the principal issues
prompting this study. The reasons for their concern were made clear to the Consultants during the
field visit. Elders of the town as well as younger residents expressed anxiety about the decline of both
their tangible and intangible cultural heritage. They also felt a threat was posed by a rising interest in
the town shown by investors and tourism operators.
Illustrating the decline in the tangible heritage, residents pointed to the steady deterioration of historic
structures in the old town, the progressive collapse of key buildings (e.g. the two Arab residences on
the river front which has occurred very recently), and the construction of inappropriate modern
buildings in their place (the multi-storey building also on Jamhuri Street, inappropriate to this key
heritage area both in size and design is a prominent example). In addition, the removal of
traditionally-carved wooden doors, either for sale or replacement, is increasing.
It was also lamented by Pangani elders that their traditions of ngoma (dance and music) are being lost.
This, they said, is the result of modern dance and music being increasingly popular with the younger
generation and because there are a diminishing number of people who know the traditions and of
occasions on which they are performed.
When the explorer Richard Burton visited Pangani in 1857, he was treated to a performance of music
and dance which he described as led by an orchestra consisting of:
“three monstrous drums (Ngoma Khu), ... Siwa or bassoons of hard blackwood, at least
five feet long ... a pair of Zumari, or flageolets [flutes], ... Zeze, or guitar; the Kinanda
or banjo; ... the Barghumi or Kudu Horn; and ... the Upata, a ... cymbal ... performed
upon by little sticks ...”24
24
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These accompanied a series of dances by men and women, some dances including the use of
drawn swords. Clearly, rich local traditions have been, and are being, lost. Some may no longer
be retrievable but research into historic instruments and the collection of dance and music
traditions still performed or remembered will need to be carried out swiftly if knowledge of
these traditions is to be saved.
The noticeable increase in tourism and interest of tourist investors augments the community’s sense of
alarm. The investors are seen as a threat because of their suspected insensitivity to Pangani’s heritage.
The community is, not unreasonably, concerned that the development of hotels may result in
demolition or inappropriate modification of historic structures; and the incursion of tourists is seen as
a threat to the cultural integrity of the town. Many Pangani residents are aware of the cultural
problems and divisions created by tourism among the local community in Zanzibar. Already, people
in Pangani feel tourists are invading their community spaces. Jamhuri Street is a popular place of
meeting for residents, but they may find the few remaining public benches they use taken over by
tourists now, leaving the community nowhere to sit.
2.4.2

Current Legislation

The historic town of Pangani currently has very little protection under the law.
The Antiquities Division, which is part of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism (MNRT), is
the governmental body assigned as the custodian of the cultural heritage on the Mainland, responsible
for the conservation and management of monuments and sites of archaeological and historical
interest. It is charged with the following roles and responsibilities:
(i) Collecting, documenting, conserving and developing Tanzania’s built environment including
traditional settlements and architecture.
(ii) Coordinating and undertaking archaeological research and other related fields.
(iii) Issuing of permits, licences to researchers for excavations, collections, export and film
production.
(iv) Protecting, preserving and developing the country’s historic sites. Approving matters related
to restoration, rehabilitation, documentation and revitalisation of historic monuments, areas
and sites.
In addition, part of the Division’s mission is to develop cultural tourism in a sustainable way.
The Division’s functions are primarily governed by the Antiquities Act of 1964 and its amendment of
1979. This legislation is a continuation of colonial Ordinance on Cultural Heritage (chiefly the
Ancient Monuments Preservation Decree of 1937 established under British Rule) which identified and
declared some cultural sites as monuments protected by law, and gives the Division a mandate to
enforce the preservation and protection of sites. (See appendix for a summary list of the principal
legislation.)
Under the 1964 Act, any ‘monument’ (defined as a “building, fortification, interment, midden, dam or
structure”) erected, formed or built before 1863 and “any wooden door or door frame carved before
1940 in any African or oriental style” are automatically protected from demolition or defacement,
alteration or addition. The law also allows for compulsory acquisition by the Government as long as
compensation is provided. Much of Pangani’s heritage, both buildings and woodwork, falls outside
this legislation because it is not so old. In any case, in the majority of instances, proving the age of
door or buildings in Pangani would not be easy.
However, the Minister responsible for Antiquities may, by order in the Government Gazette, declare
any place or structure of historical interest to be a ‘monument’ for the purposes of the Act, or declare
any object, such as a carved door, to be a protected object, whatever its age. Further, under the 1979
Amendment, the Minister may declare any area or site which in his opinion is valuable national
heritage to be a “conservation area” – an especially important tool for the protection of historic towns.
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In 1995 a conservation area was declared in Dar es Salaam, covering the sea front and German area
east of the City Centre.25 Conservation areas are protected in the same way as monuments from
destruction or damage, and any alteration, addition or repair to structures within the demarcated area
should not be made without first acquiring approval of the government agency responsible.26 Specific
listing of woodwork objects in the Gazette has been carried out for three of Bagamoyo’s traditional
carved doors through a Monuments Preservation (Bagamoyo) Order of 1958.27 Such a listing protects
the doors as it gives the Government power to act against any persons who conspire to remove or sell
them.
Pangani has one historic wreck, but it is not old enough to be covered under the Antiquities Act.
Underwater heritage is not mentioned explicitly in the Antiquities legislation, though, as no reference
is made to the location of monuments or antiquities protected under the law, the law as it exists could
be taken to cover them if they are gazetted.
These Acts were passed nearly half a century ago. Despite the detailed laws covering Government’s
powers and responsibilities for gazetted monuments, no sites in Pangani Town have ever been
gazetted and only three in Pangani District are protected in this way (see details below).
TABLE 4. GAZETTED SITES IN PANGANI DISTRICT
Site

Type of
Protection

Legislation

Kisikimto Mosque
and Graves

Protected
Monument

5/1961

Mnarani Mosque
and Grave

Protected
Monument

5/1961

Muhembo Mosque
and Graves

Protected
Monument

5/1961

Description Given

“The stone-built mosque and the three stonebuilt graves situated about 100 yards north of
the said mosque at the locality known as
Kisikimto in the Chiefdom of Mkwaja ...”
“The ruins of a stone-built mosque and stonebuilt grave having a pillar at the eastern end
situated on the cliff above the sea at the
locality known as Mnarani ...”
“The ruins of a stone-built mosque and
adjoining stone-built graves on the cliff, about
2 miles north of the District headquarters in
Pangani ...”

This very limited coverage leaves the following key heritage resources of Pangani ungazetted:
• The Pangani Boma28
• The buildings of India Street
• The Customs House
• The two old Arab residences of Jamhuri Street (Al-Kasaby CCM House, Pangani Industries
Building)
• Pangani’s historic mosques
• At least 36 traditionally-carved or heavily-panelled (i.e. Gujarati-style) wooden doorways.
Without gazetting, Antiquities Division has no basis for action in law to protect these properties.
In addition, for the sites outside Pangani Town, even at sites already gazetted like Muhembo, no
demarcation exists to identify site boundaries and no information is present at the site to notify people
of the legal protection or the extent of the site.
25

Government Notice no. 498 of 1995.
Normally the Antiquities Division or Minister.
27
Government Notice no. 397 of 1958.
28
The Antiquities Division is preparing a list of German Bomas and other buildings for gazetting which would include the
Pangani Boma, but this has not yet been fully drafted.
26
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At the District level, matters concerning Antiquities fall under the Natural Resources Office. Due to
limited expertise, this poses a challenge which the Pangani District Council and the Task Force both
recognise. Plans are under way to station an Antiquities Officer full time in Pangani.

2.5

Tourism in Pangani

Although Pangani is a picturesque town with historic attractions in a good location, until now only
small numbers of tourists visit annually. Pangani has good beaches close by and is one of the closest
points on the coast to the Ngorongoro Crater and Serengeti – Tanzania’s most popular game parks.
Many tourists like to spend time at the beach after a wildlife tour to end a holiday in Tanzania, but
more well-known places like Zanzibar are usually chosen. Less than 3000 tourists a year visit the
District as a whole according to a recent estimation.29
Those who stay in or near the town can find accommodation at one of the beach lodges, such as
‘Mkoma Bay’ or ‘Tides’, or one of the less expensive lodges in the town like the ‘Safari Lodge’ close
to the Boma or ‘River View Inn’ along Jamhuri Street. Most tourists who visit the town have come to
Pangani for a beach holiday and visit the town just for an outing. Others come especially because of
its historic interest. The local NGO, the Pangani Coast Cultural and Eco-Tourism Programme (PCCT)
operates from the bus station and cites as attractions:
• Historical buildings and local culture influenced by Arabs, Germans, Asians and British
• Place where explorers stayed
• Place of slavery smuggling
and offers tours of the town’s historical buildings, cycling tours of the countryside to see the
shipwreck and German fort at Ras Muheza and sights in the surrounding area, and a boat trip to
Maziwe Island for the purpose of sunbathing, snorkelling and admiring dolphins. The numbers who
take these tours are small but the NGO provides a useful service and has received support from
USAID, TCMP (Tanzania Coastal Management Partnership) and NEMC (the National Environment
Management Council). Some of its guides complained to the consultants that there is a lack of
information sources available to them to develop their tour presentations. Some of their literature
demonstrates the consequences of this deficiency, showing a heavy dependence on oral information
combined with inaccuracies in facts which are easily verifiable in documentation or on the internet.30
These sources, found in Dar es Salaam libraries or requiring a long time on the internet) are not
sufficiently accessible for most people in Pangani Town.
Residents of Pangani feel the situation is changing and notice tourism is growing. Some report that a
number of investors have been seen in the town, enquiring about properties in a search for potential
hotel locations. Rumours exist of high prices offered in order to tempt residents to sell. Others cite the
increasing number of visitors staying at the local lodges or seen wandering about the town along
Jamhuri Street or near the ferry crossing. Other places along the mainland coast, like Kilwa are seeing
similar indicators. Kilwa lodge owners are already recognising the need to expand their
accommodation and find new activities for the increasing number of visitors.
If Pangani is to experience a growth in tourism, it would do well to be prepared. Residents are rightly
concerned about the negative implications of tourism development (see Stakeholders’ Views, Section
2.4.1 above), hearing of the impact it has had on the local culture and community in Zanzibar and
elsewhere. But there are potential benefits of tourism too, and it must be acknowledged that the
possibility of an improvement of income and livelihoods in the town is a considerable attraction. The
question is, how can Pangani best prepare itself for any tourism growth to maximise the benefits of
tourism, especially for its residents, and minimise the impact both to the community and the historic
town? The answers are not simple, especially in the area of cultural preservation, but if the District

29

Information courtesy UZIKWASA.
E.g. they identify the Ras Muheza shipwreck as “the bombarded German War Ship (sea gull)”, which is incorrect. (See
comments above and Inventory Record for Ras Muheza Shipwreck for more details.)
30
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Authorities anticipate the problems and take appropriate action quickly, they will be in a position of
control, rather than finding that the changes have come and progressed too far to reverse them.
In terms of tangible historic resources, this means such actions as identifying the resources, creating a
conservation area to help in the planning process, raising awareness of the value of the heritage
among community members, planning ahead for the town’s growth, and deciding in advance which
areas of the town are open to tourist development. In this way the District can help to protect the
tangible heritage from further losses and be more confident they can control what happens in the
future.
In getting the best from tourism, several points should be noted. Pangani has some distinctive
buildings and scenic and picturesque areas, but overall its resources are modest and not to be
compared with places like Zanzibar or Kilwa. Tourists are always attracted by distinctive and unusual
sights, but the appeal of less extraordinary places can be greatly enhanced by strong presentation in
two areas:
• Presentation of the sites
• Presentation of information
The first means ensuring that the sites are well conserved – that they look their best – and that their
surroundings enhance them, i.e. that the area around them is appropriate to an historic site and that
obvious ‘eyesores’ are removed. The second means ensuring a good plan for visitor interpretation is
developed and implemented – that the presentation of Pangani’s historic sites stimulates visitors’
interest as well as fulfilling their need for accurate information about what they are seeing.
Presently several of Pangani’s sites appear reasonably well-presented. The Boma is in fair condition
and still surrounded by the beautiful public park laid out in colonial times. A significant stretch of
India Street has survived in its historic state unspoilt by prominent modern intrusions. However, other
historic resources are in quite appalling condition and their cultural heritage value is totally
disregarded. Examples here are the ruins of the old Arab mansions on Jamhuri front – among the
town’s principal historic resources and freely left to deteriorate and collapse with no apparent steps
being taken to prevent this by the District authorities;31 and the sites of Abushiri’s grave and execution
which, surprisingly, are ignored.
Benefits to the community can be increased by imposing clear regulations for tourist hotels and tour
operators, for example to ensure that they take a percentage of local people as employees and include
them in training programmes; by planning space in the town for local employment opportunities such
as handicraft workshops and retail outlets; by providing training for skills enhancement in local crafts
such as woodworking and traditional building methods; and by providing infrastructure – for instance
a jetty to facilitate embarkation and disembarkation to enhance local boat owners’ ability to offer boat
tours. One way of ensuring the community benefits from tourism in their town is to require noncommunity-owned tour and lodge companies operating in Pangani to contribute a percentage of their
takings to community development programmes. The International Cultural Tourism Charter gives
guidance that might assist the District in finding ways to benefit the community: one being that a
significant proportion of the revenue derived from tourism programmes to a heritage place should be
allotted to the protection, conservation and presentation of that place. 32
In a traditional Muslim community like Pangani’s, it is unavoidable that cultural conflict will occur
with foreign visitors. Visitors usually intend no offence by their manner of dress and behaviour, but
are unaware of local values. In such situations, guidance is needed so that tourists understand what
31

UZIKWASA is now in the process of carrying out emergency work on the Pangani Industries Building as part of this
project.
32
Much research has been done and much written in this area of benefitting local communities. Principle 5 of The
International Cultural Tourism Charter, which is that “Tourism and conservation activities should benefit the host
community”, is included in the Annexe to this report.
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type of clothing is appropriate and, conversely, are clear on what kind of dress and behaviour will
offend. Information about local values should be conveyed to visitors on or before their arrival rather
than at the sites (it is too late for a tourist to change clothes when they arrive in the town on a day’s
outing). UZIKWASA has recognised this and has already produced a small leaflet to promote on
cultural awareness, which has been distributed to hotels, guesthouses and other relevant outlets. A
sentence or two on these issues in all promotional materials produced in the future aimed at attracting
visitors to Pangani, as well as at official Visitor Centres and Museums, would further assist.
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3

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

Principal Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2
3.2.1

Establish a conservation area to protect the old town area of Pangani (Section 3.2.1).
Keep the Boma as a public building for use of the community and visitors (Sections 3.6.2 &
3.8.2).
Keep the District Administrative Offices at the Boma and the Port Authority at the Customs
House to facilitate conservation of these buildings (Section 3.6.2).
Protect the gardens surrounding the Boma as a public park for public use, retaining the DAS’s
House as part of this historic landscape (Sections 3.6.1.2 & 3.8.2).
Retain and protect all remaining historic buildings in Jamhuri and India Streets (Section 3.6.1)
Collect local knowledge and research documentation to verify the positions of the Abushiri
heritage sites and the Mwinyi Mkoma site and mark them with monuments (Section 3.7.1).
Save the Al-Kasaby CCM House on Jamhuri Street from further collapse and seek a means of
conserving it (see Conservation Report and Section 3.8.2.)
Gazette Grade I buildings in the conservation area and significant sites outside it (Section
3.2.2)
Prepare and begin to implement a visitor interpretation plan (Section 3.10)
Provide guidance to private owners of historic buildings on appropriate ways to carry out
repairs/improvements (Section 3.3 & 3.9.1)
Assist private owners to maintain their historic properties by providing incentives (Section
3.3)
Encourage interested local residents to establish a local Heritage Society NGO (Section 3.9.1)

Protective Legislation
Conservation Area

Government should declare the historic old town area of Pangani as a Conservation Area under
Section 3(2) of the 1979 Amendment to the 1964 Antiquities Act.33 A recommended boundary for the
Conservation Area is shown in Map 12.34 Around the Conservation Area boundary a 300m buffer

MAP 12. PANGANI CONSERVATION AREA SHOWING FULL BOUNDARY
33
34

See Appendix for more details on these Acts.
This map shows the full conservation area boundary including the Doctor’s House (see note in Section 3.6).
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zone should be established following these guidelines: (i) no new construction should be visible from
the Conservation Area within 300m of the boundary and (ii) it should not be possible to view any new
construction within 300m when looking at the Conservation Area from any point outside. In this
buffer zone, rules for new construction should be established.
3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Recommendations for Gazetting
Sites in Pangani Town

The following sites in Pangani Town should be individually gazetted under the same legislation,
either because of their primary significance or because they merit protection but fall outside the
Conservation Area. All sites are shown in the detail maps in Section 2.1 of this report.
Pangani Boma
Education Building
Customs House
Old Ibadhi Mosque, Jamhuri Street
Pangani Industries Building
Al-Kasaby CCM House
Old Bohora Mosque
Rajabu House, India Street
Rehema Abdul (Bwanga) House, on the ‘old’ India Street behind the Customs House
German Cemetery
Abushiri’s Grave (assuming verification of site position)35
Abushiri Hanging Place (assuming verification of site position)
UMCA/Mwinyi Mkoma Site (assuming verification of information on this site)
Government Rest House
3.2.2.2

Carved Doors

In order to protect the traditional wooden doorways remaining in Pangani Town, as a minimum, the 5
listed below should be declared protected objects under the Antiquities Act 1964 following the
precedent of The Monuments Preservation (Bagamoyo) Order, 1958 (Government Notice no.397 of
8/8/58).36 These 5 doorways are outstanding.
Pangani Boma (4 doorways). The front entrance door; the two carved doorways at the top of the
inside stairs on first floor level; the doorway on the south side of the open area near the exit to the
balcony on the first floor level.
Abdissalam Building. The front entrance doorway.
However all traditional, carved and panelled doorways are significant historic objects and retaining
them is important to conserving the character of the historic town. Therefore it is recommended that
not just the outstanding doorways listed above, but all traditional doorways in Pangani and at Bweni
should be protected. These must be documented and a list assembled for inclusion in the legislation. A
preliminary survey was made during this assignment (see Appendix) but the list will need further
work to ensure all doorways are included. Examples of door-types to be included in the protective
legislation are shown on the next page. Building owners having listed doors must be clearly notified
of their protected status.
3.2.2.3

Sites of Pangani District outside Pangani Town

The following sites outside Pangani Town are also recommended for gazetting:37

35

See Section 3.7.1 for further recommendations on this site and the following two sites on this list.
See Appendix for a copy of this legislation.
37
GPS points and full details of these sites are in the Inventory Record for each site.
36
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Ras Muheza German Watch Tower
Ras Muheza Shipwreck
“Slave Trader House” Ruin, Bweni
Bwanga Mweri House, Bweni
Maulid Kinara Kiosk, Bweni
Bweni Kuu Mosque and Tombs, Bweni
Muhembo Settlement Site

Kimu Cemetery, Bweni Ndogo
Tomb and remains of mosque, Bweni Ndogo
Cemetery of the “Double Tomb”, Bweni Ndogo
Bweni Ndogo Mosque
Hamisi Tomb, Ras Kikokwe
Site with a Solitary Pillar, Ras Kikokwe38

EXAMPLES OF TRADITIONAL DOORS IN PANGANI

Elaborately carved Arab-style door.

Gujarati-style panelled door.

Swahili-style decorated door.

Other traditional doors with distinctive patterns and a plain paneled door with studs.

38

This site needs further investigation to establish authenticity before gazetting (see Section 3.7.2.3).
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3.3

Providing Incentives

The District should institute schemes to assist private owners of historic properties to repair their
buildings. Programmes and incentives can be set up which facilitate access to direct funding resources
and investment, creating opportunities for positive action. In such schemes, owners can be helped
with a percentage of the rehabilitation cost, providing they follow traditional construction techniques
and conservation methods. They may be given access to grant funds. Alternatively, a micro-credit
scheme could be set up. Or a revolving fund which starts with a granted capital sum and can then be
loaned out to individuals on a rotational basis when the funds have been repaid. Private owners who
would like to restore their houses could also be offered a free study of their building to encourage
them to do the work and take the appropriate actions. This study would establish the necessary
conservation works, and provide drawings and an estimated budget.
There is a pressing need to reintroduce traditional constructions techniques and conservation methods.
Local awareness of the value of traditional buildings needs to be raised in the population in general
but particularly among the local fundi who need training in conservation techniques.

3.4

A Note on Bweni and Sites outside Pangani Town Threatened by Development

Bweni already receives a number of the visitors who are passing through Pangani and conservation
and tourism management and visitor interpretation plans are needed for this village. Time does not
permit sufficient study to make detailed recommendations for Bweni under this assignment. However,
it is recommended that the village itself is protected as an extension of the Pangani Town
Conservation Area, with the 4 identified heritage sites (see Section 2.2.1 and Inventory) protected and
conserved as Grade 2 buildings. No further development should be allowed along the line of the
hilltop and any construction on the lower parts of the hill should be of low density, subject to approval
by Antiquities, of single-storey only, with roofing in a natural colour and landscaped with trees to
provide cover from a distance and minimize the impact from Pangani Town. However, construction
on the hill would be very ill-advised as it is susceptible to rain erosion and the existing vegetation
cover is the main raison for its stability. If there is construction on the hill, vegetation will be removed
and serious erosion or landslides are likely to result.
In view of the threat of building development at Ras Muheza, Muhembo and Ras Kikokwe, it is
recommended that the sites are surveyed by an archaeologist and gazetted as a matter of urgency (see
Section 3.7.2) with careful attention to establishing a sufficient site boundary and buffer zone. It is
also advisable that the District Authorities and Lands Office fully review their plans for building
development in the surrounding areas to ensure there is access to the sites and in order to protect the
setting of these potentially valuable heritage resources so closely connected to the history of Pangani.

3.5

Antiquities in Pangani

Antiquities should have an officer in Pangani to support conservation actions, assist the District in
establishing the Conservation Area, and to work and to work with civil society, community and other
stakeholders such as the Heritage Task Force in raising awareness among residents and private
owners. The Antiquities Office should be set up preferably in the Boma or another historic public
building. Plans for this are already under way and should be implemented as soon as possible.

3.6

PANGANI CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Pangani Conservation and Development Plan is shown in Maps 12, 13 and 14. Map 12 shows the full
boundary of the Conservation Area including the Doctor’s House. Therefore Map 12 should be used
when establishing the Conservation Area boundary. Map 13 shows the recommendations for the
Conservation Area, which are explained in detail in the section below. Map 14 shows the area beyond
the Conservation Area.
3.6.1

Conservation Area

Within the boundary of the Conservation Area, any new construction must be approved by the
Antiquities Division. Installation of advertisement panels or other commercial signage is prohibited.
41
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MAP 13. PANGANI CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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MAP 14. PANGANI CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN SHOWING PROTECTED SITES OUTSIDE THE AREA BOUNDARY
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The various measures of protection within the Area’s boundary are explained in detail below. The
terms cited refer to those used in the key on the Conservation and Development Plan, Maps 13 & 14.
3.6.1.1

Protection of Buildings

Protected Buildings. Buildings have been classified as protected buildings in two categories: Grade I
and Grade II. The Grade I buildings should be gazetted buildings, with demolition prohibited; no
exterior or interior alteration of these buildings is allowed. All repairs carried out on these buildings
should be reviewed and supervised by the Antiquities Division. Any work carried out on either the
exterior or interior must aim at preserving the traditional materials and original architectural features.
Demolition is also prohibited on the Grade II buildings. No exterior alteration of these buildings is
allowed. Any exterior building work must be aimed at preserving the traditional materials and
architectural features. Interior changes must be approved by the Antiquities Division.
Removal of any original features, such as old carved or panelled doors, window shutters, wrought iron
window grilles, etc., is forbidden on protected buildings in both categories.
GRADED BUILDINGS/SITES IN THE CONSERVATION AREA
Grade I
Pangani Boma
Education Building
Old Ibadhi Mosque
Rehema Abdul (Bwanga) House, ‘Old’ India Street
Abushiri’s Grave (assuming verification of site position)

Al-Kasaby CCM House
Old Bohora Mosque
Rajabu House
Customs House
UMCA/Mwinyi Mkoma Site (assuming broader
verification of information)

Grade II
DAS’s House
Doctor’s/DSO’s House
Abdissalam Building, Uhuru Ground
Nasoro Mohamed Nasoro House, Uhuru Ground
Regal Cinema, Uhuru Ground
Buge-Vioja Yemeni Mosque
Uhuru Monument near Ferry Terminal
German/British Monument
Kinara Kiosk and Graves
Kombo House, ‘Old’ India Street
Rashad House, ‘Old’ India Street
Hamad Halfan House, Jamhuri Street
Pangani Industries Building, Jamhuri Street
River Wall, Jamhuri Street
Ibadhi Mosque, near Uhuru Ground
Laamary 1955 House, Mkongani Street
Police/Askari Base
Rear buildings of Education Building (see plan)

Azizi Seleman House, India Street
CCM 1910 House, India Street
Jibran’s Go-Down, India Street
Khalid Seifu House, India Street
Laamary Women’s Madrassa, India Street
Mazuruku House, India Street
Mburuku Makata House, India Street
Mkame Akida House, India Street
Mwichumo House, India Street
Rajabu House, India Street
Rashad Ali House, India Street
Zahoro House, India Street
Zahran Salim (Ahmed) House, India Street
Zahran Salim House, India Street
Dachi House, Njiakuu
Jibran House, Njiakuu
Laamary House, Njiakuu
Saleh House, Njiakuu

Building on north of Njiakuu on west side of junction with Kongoweya Street.
Building on north of Njiakuu on east side of junction with Kongoweya Street.
Building on north of Njiakuu adjacent to above on the east side.
Large balconied building on west side of India Street, on the stretch of road south of the CCM 1910 Building.

3.6.1.2

Environmental Measures

Protected green space. In these spaces any form of private structure is forbidden. The plan seeks to
protect these areas and their vegetation, particularly the trees. The protected spaces are: the Boma
Park/Gardens; Uhuru Ground; Old Bohora Mosque Park; and the River Promenade, Jamhuri Street.
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Palm tree. The plan encourages the planting of palm trees (betel nut and coconut palms are most
suitable). Burton’s description of 1857 and old pictures up to the 1920’s show the town surrounded by
a plantation of palm trees. This beautiful landscape should be recreated.
Tree. The plan also encourages the planting of trees along the river side to recreate a pleasant, shaded
promenade and along Spark Street. The trees selected should be chosen from among those
traditionally used in Pangani and appropriate to the location, such as Casuarinas along the river front
(to match those planted in German times) and Delonix regia or Mango trees along Spark Street (to
harmonise with the species already used in the Boma Park).
3.6.1.3

Circulation Plan

There is currently a proposal to build a coastal road from Bagamoyo to Pangani (via Saadani), in
which the ferry will be replaced by a bridge. This development is likely to bring a considerable
increase in vehicular traffic which will then pass through Pangani Town and could consequently have
a big impact. Therefore we recommend that a preliminary study is carried out and the idea of creating
a deviation is considered, so that the traffic by-passes the historic town on the west side (ideally to the
west of the German Cemetery) while still being linked to it, in order to ensure the town benefits from
potentially increased business. As engineering problems may exist to influence the possibilities, the
exact location should be decided through this special study.
Pedestrians and bicycle route. These routes prohibit cars and motorbikes. The circulation plan
addresses the issue of traffic with various measures designed to reduce the number of vehicles in the
historic area, particularly in India Street.
Car Park. This new parking at the edge of the Conservation Area should reduce the traffic inside the
historical town.
Bollards to prevent motorized access. The bollards are to be positioned so that they prevent cars
from entering India Street and some routes into the Boma Park.
No access for vehicles over 2 tonnes. This is a
further measure to reduce heavy traffic in the historic
centre.
Daladala stop. Local transport should be organized to
run from India Street to the Boma Park area.
3.6.1.4

Infrastructure Improvements

Street lighting: The conservation plan recommends
that old brackets or lamps attached to the buildings
should be rehabilitated and, when missing, replaced.
The street lighting should be based on the original
German or British lantern designs, using available
examples. These include lamps still in situ in the
town, those shown in old photographs of the river
front, and the design of 1891 found in the National
Archives (shown on the right).39 The river wall and
promenade should be restored following old
photographs with the lanterns set on pilasters.
German Street Lamp Design, 1891.
Jetty. The old jetties should be restored and a shelter should be built for people waiting for the ferry.

39

File G7/14.
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Public toilets and drinking fountains. These should be installed inside the old town to improve
public facilities.
Benches. Keeping public spaces for residents to meet and talk is important to the community. The
existing benches on the promenade along the river front should be restored and matching concrete
benches installed at regular intervals along the river front so that there is ample seating available for
both residents and visitors.40
3.6.2

Land Use Plan for the Pangani Conservation Area

Several significant changes have been made or are currently planned in Pangani which will have a
major impact on the town: a new market has been created in the north of the city; the District plans to
move the administrative offices from the Boma to new buildings to Mkoma Bay. There is also the
project to move the Port Authority from the Customs House to a new harbour created outside the city.
Pangani historical city should not die! A more sustainable approach would be to maintain the
principal civic and social functions as well as the existing residential fabric in the central area. These
activities sustain and give life to the historical centre and are compatible with its historic buildings.
Moreover, a continuation of the original, public use of the major buildings (the Boma, Customs House
etc.) will facilitate the application of stronger controls and the prevention of undesirable changes, thus
ensuring the appropriate conservation of the old buildings in the future.
The terms cited below refer to those used in the key on the Land Use Plan for the Conservation Area,
Map 15
Residential. The plan maintains and protects residential use in areas with high concentration of
residential buildings. These area should be quiet, to encourage people to stay as residents in the
historical centre. A limited amount of commercial activity should be permitted. No hotels, bar
restaurants or guesthouses should be allowed.
Mixed use. India Street (which was the former bazaar street) and Njiakuu are part of the town’s
economy and traditional urban structure. These streets should be kept as mixed use, recognising their
lively character and socio-economic importance, and a continued wide variety of uses should be
encouraged in the future.
Car Park area. (see above)
Cultural/Institutional/Public. The Conservation Plan recommends that the buildings and areas built
especially for institutional purposes should continue in this role. These buildings are adapted to their
function and retaining it will help to ensure their continued maintenance. The Plan recommends that
the project to move the administrative offices from the Boma to new buildings to Mkoma Bay should
be abandoned.
Port Facilities. The Plan recommends that this zone, which was built especially for port activities,
should be retained. The Customs House is well located and well adapted to this function, and this
helps to ensure its continued maintenance. The plan recommends that the project to move the Port
Authority from the Customs House to a new harbour created outside the city should be abandoned.
Public open space. This zone identifies and protects all public open spaces, such as recreation areas,
public gardens and open lands throughout the historic area. The historic park around the Boma, the
Kinara and Graves site near the Bohora Mosque, the Uhuru ground and the river front provide green
space, a promenade, and meeting space in the historical city. Erection of any form of private structure
should be prohibited, and an effort should be made to restore the public use of these spaces with
infrastructure and environmental improvements.
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It is expected that the majority of visitors will choose to sit near the Boma park, ferry and Customs House sections of
Jamhuri Street where more heritage attractions are located which should leave the eastern end, already a popular local
meeting place, relatively free for residents.
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3.7

Recommendations for Sites Not Inventoried or Fully Assessed

Sites not visited, not inventoried, or only partially inventoried due to distance, or problems of access,
should be properly surveyed and assessed for their cultural historic and architectural importance and
to establish conservation needs and the level of protection appropriate.
3.7.1

Unmarked Sites

Research should be carried out and oral history collected from Pangani’s elders and the community on
the sites of Abushiri’s grave and execution and the burial site relating to Mwinyi Mkoma’s family, to
establish whether the locations shown to the Consultants during the field work are broadly agreed
and/or confirmed by other sources. If the site locations are verified, the sites should be cleared and
marked by constructing a permanent monument in each place with a simple inscription The
inscription should have text in both English and Kiswahili and should contain information such as
suggested below in the following draft texts:
Abushiri’s Grave
Abushiri bin Salim al-Harthi
[Born in Pangani? c.1850??]
leader of the “Abushiri Rebellion” against German Rule,
was buried here on 15th December 1889.

It should be possible to find details of Abushiri’s birth place and date of birth through research, if not
the line in italics should be removed.
Abushiri Hanging Place
Abushiri bin Salim al-Harthi, leader of the
1888-1889 uprising against German rule
known as the ‘Abushiri Rebellion’ or ‘Arab Revolt’
was executed by hanging in this place after his capture
by the German Colonial Administration
on 15th December 1889.

Mwinyi Mkoma Family Grave
According to oral tradition, this site
was used for burials
[in the 18th? / 19th century?]
by the family of Mwinyi Mkoma,
who is known as the founder of Pangani Town.

Similarly, if the information needed to complete the line in italic is not available, that line should be
removed.
3.7.2
3.7.2.1

Further Inventorying/Assessment Required
Police/Askari Base

The site should be inventoried, following study of the plans found in the National Archives
(mentioned earlier), which should help to establish the extent of the historic remains.
3.7.2.2

Pangani’s Historic Mosques

It is recommended that the communities associated with the Buge-Vioja Yemeni Mosque, the Old
Ibadhi Mosque and the Ibadhi Mosque should each make their own inventory record of their building,
including as much of its history as is known (who built it, when it was erected/altered, information on
the associated families/community it serves, when they came to Pangani, their religious affiliation,
etc.) and a detailed photographic record of the exterior, the mihrb, minbar and any special,
decorative features such as carved doors or embellished arches so that this information can be kept in
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the community. The completed records should be shared with Antiquities if the communities will
agree.
3.7.2.3

Ras Kikokwe

The Site with a Solitary Pillar should be properly investigated by an Antiquities Officer as it may be
the site of the pillar tombs described by Freeman-Grenville. It will need full clearance of the
overgrowth, and this should be followed by further study, preferably by an archaeologist, if the site
appears ancient.
3.7.2.4

Muhembo

Archaeological research also is recommended at Muhembo to understand the extent of the site, the
period of occupation and the extant remains. If an archaeologist is assigned to this task, he/she should
investigate the nearby remains at Mnarani Dahali during the visit.
3.7.2.5

Sites in the South of Pangani District

The District and Antiquities should investigate the status of the sites in the south of the District not
visited during the fieldwork (see Table 1, Section 1.3.3). The visiting team should take a machete and
be prepared to hire local labour for clearing the sites as these may be overgrown. Priority should be
given to the Kipumbwi sites and the six sites in the Mkwaja area as the remains there were more
substantial than the others when last reports were made.

3.8
3.8.1

Rehabilitation
Guidelines for Rehabilitation Work

In general, if new work is to be considered on any historic structure, it is important to follow the
Burra Charter guidelines:
“New work such as additions to a place may be acceptable where it does not distort or
obscure the cultural significance of the place, or detract from its interpretation and
appreciation. New work should be readily identifiable as such.”41
It is considered acceptable practice to integrate even very contemporary work inside a monument if it
is both suitable to the building and reversible. There are many examples of canopies or light roofing
assemblies installed, for example, in ruined or partly demolished buildings, which can reveal and yet
protect a fragile structure. They can be designed to highlight or echo the old building. Depending on
the site and its objectives, this type of work may call upon traditional or contemporary methodology,
and the use of traditional or contemporary materials. In some cases, it is possible that an architectural
competition could be organised to find a good solution for the design. The challenge is for the new
work to remain easily recognizable, and not to interfere with the clarity of the architecture for the
viewer.
3.8.2

Rehabilitation in Pangani Town

Many of Pangani’s buildings can be rehabilitated for re-use. As mentioned earlier, if the original
function of the building can be retained, this is usually preferable, because the design and arrangement
of rooms has been planned for a specific purpose and is most appropriate for this use. However, some
buildings can be adapted successfully for other purposes. For example, a residential building like the
Rehema Abdul (Bwanga) House might be rehabilitated as an office building, perhaps to include a
small refreshment area in the courtyard at the back with a canopy over it for shade. The Boma might
be rehabilitated as a museum – or as a mixed-use structure which is in part a museum but also houses
offices, and could even house a café-restaurant operating on the balcony or roof. Some additional
ideas for rehabilitation projects are suggested below. It will be seen that there are often several
potential uses for one building. Pangani does not need many museums or large numbers of caférestaurants! These suggestions are made only to provide an indication of what type of rehabilitation
41

The Burra Charter, Article 20, 1979.
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project might be suitable for particular buildings for the benefit of Government decision-makers,
owners, investors and other potential users. For instance, buildings suitable for rehabilitation as
offices should be considered as possible accommodation for UZIKWASA or the Task Force or other
NGOs.42
Additional comments on the Boma
The Conservation Plan for Pangani (Section 3.6.2 above) recommends that the Boma continues as the
District Offices serving the people of the town. In this way the people of Pangani can continue to have
access to the building and enjoy it. If the building became a residence or hotel, inevitably this would
mean that a boundary wall or fence would be established around it and public access would be denied,
which would be a tragic loss to the town and its heritage. It would also mean that at least part of the
community’s public gardens would be lost. If the District Administration vacates the Boma, in the
medium/long term, Government should aim to use all or some part of the building for a museum or at
the very least an information centre (see Section 3.8.2), ensuring that it remains in public use along
with all buildings in the Boma Park area if possible. In the short term, the principal aim would be to
keep the building in use. The following plan is suggested:
(i) As soon as possible, begin to seek funding (a) for full conservation and rehabilitation of
the building and grounds and (b) for museum development (from e.g. US Ambassadors’
Fund, French or German Embassy or other donor).
(ii) As soon as the District Administration has vacated the building carry out necessary, lowbudget repairs following recommendations in the Conservation Report, aiming to prepare
some spaces for immediate use and keep the building in occupation to ensure it is not
deteriorating/abandoned.43
(iii) Concurrently, seek short-term rental arrangements to use the prepared spaces as an
interim measure. Local businesses or NGOs with compatible interests (e.g. the Pangani
Cultural Tourism NGO, an airline ticket office, a tour operator or perhaps a governmentrun Citizens Advice Bureau would be suitable. Local business/offices that will bring local
residents to the building and not just tourists are to be encouraged. The District should
start work with the National Museum and Tourism Division of MNRT, supported by
Antiquities, on developing a temporary display for visitors that should be installed within
6 months.
(iv) Establish an Antiquities Office in the building
(v) In the long term, fully conserve the building and run a small local museum in the building
with Antiquities office in one of the unused rooms. Rental of some spaces as offices,
perhaps in the courtyard buildings to the rear, would continue to bring in income to
support the museum.
The Pangani Industries Building
This building is partially destroyed at the east side. Here, a new structure could be erected. Or a
lightweight canopy structure (as outlined above) could be installed. The rehabilitated building could
be designed as a residence or as offices or even as a museum; or could have office space in the west
only and have a restaurant in the canopied courtyard. A complex rehabilitation project of this nature
would need to be carefully considered and planned and should be supervised by a conservation
architect.44 The Pangani Industries Building is the only one remaining from a block of three large
stone buildings on the sea front. If this house is to be restored to the original appearance, new
structures could be erected in the position of the other two buildings. These new buildings should be
inspired by the former ones that are visible in historic images, respecting the original door and

42

To recommend only one building for a specified purpose, e.g. for accommodation for UZIKWASA or the Task Force, was
not considered by the Consultants to be helpful in the circumstances, as the buildings are mostly in private ownership. A
particular owner may not agree to the sale, so, instead, a number of options are suggested one of which may be successfully
followed up.
43
The Conservation Report is a separate document, part of this assignment.
44
This building has been chosen as the Pilot Site for the emergency conservation project connected with this study (Section
3.12).
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window openings of these buildings in number and size, being of the same massing/density and size
and with the same number of stories.
Al-Kasaby CCM Building
This important building could be rehabilitated to become once again a beautiful residence, or could
house a gallery/museum or provide a number of separate office spaces.
Customs House
The Conservation Area Land Use Plan recommends that the Custom’s House should continue in use
by the Port Authority (see Section 3.6.2). In addition to customs operations, the “Old Post Office”
counter (on the left side of the front elevation) might be reinstated, or the counter used instead as a
Tourist Information Office where an officer could be stationed to give out information, directions,
hand out leaflets, etc. The balcony area above the main entrance is in an ideal position for a
café/meeting place or tourist venue.45
Rajabu House
This fine building could continue as a private residence with shops below. It could also be considered
as a possible site for the Task Force and associated activities (see Section 3.9.1) or to accommodate a
cultural/community centre with modest public performances in the rear gardens.
Other buildings on India Street
Again, it is best to preserve the original function of the buildings as commercial/residential mixed use
buildings. This would allow for the owners to continue operating small retail activities, perhaps
modifying their activities (woodwork, tailoring, food supplies) which at present are mostly aimed at
residents, to include items for visitors as well, or to start a new business promoting local handicrafts.
Some buildings could also be adapted to function as a small café with one or two tables, offering
drinks and/or light refreshments. The buildings with balconies could adapt the upper front room for
this purpose. Those with the large folding doors at ground level could have a table or two in the
ground floor room where customers – residents or visitors – could sit and watch the activities on the
street.
DAS’s House
This report recommends that the District Administrative Offices should stay in Pangani. One of the
reasons for the proposed move to Mkoma is a lack of space: the DAS’s House could provide
additional offices for the Administration. A public function is in any case more suitable for this
building (at present used as a private residence). A residence at the centre of a public park is not easy
accommodation for the occupants, as it has no private outdoor space, so other uses may be considered
but it should be the aim of Government to retain the building as a public facility rather than selling it
(or any other building in the Boma Park) into private hands. Linked to the Boma Museum, building
could be adapted to accommodate a tea-house, or an extra exhibition space (perhaps with a special
display on the German period in Tanzania) or serve as a museum shop. Alternatively, it could be
another alternative for the Task Force or Antiquities Office; or it could be rented out by Government
to a tour operator or for another suitable function compatible with its position in a public park, which
would bring in some income for Government.
Education Building
This building should continue in use for the accommodation of the District Offices. It could also be
rehabilitated as a museum (though it would be a second choice to the Boma for this purpose). The
building might seem a suitable location for a hotel but this is not recommended because the gardens
round the Boma must be preserved for public use and a hotel residence would inevitably require a
boundary fence.

45

Although it is understood that this part of the building is currently used for residential purposes.
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Abdissalam Building
This could continue as a residence, or be converted to offices or a combination of offices below and
residence above. It could also house a museum and/or have a restaurant operating on the balcony
which would give fine views across Uhuru Ground. Because so many of the internal and external
features of this building have been removed, new windows and doorways would have to be made
based on similar structures in Pangani and a new wooden balcony created, if the historic character of
this building is to be restored.
Regal Cinema
This building, with its large interior space might be suitable for rehabilitation as a performance or
cultural centre including the projection of films.

3.9
3.9.1

Heritage Conservation in Pangani
Pangani’s Heritage Conservation Task Force

Residents and District should work together to establish the Task Force in a permanent base, such as
the Rajabu Building on India Street or other historic location, and seek funds to rehabilitate the
building. The Task Force should make this a base for heritage awareness and conservation in Pangani.
An “open door” policy should be adopted: residents should be encouraged to “drop in”. Meeting
space should be provided in the building and tables/chairs for residents’ use. The medium-term aim
should be to establish the Task Force as a formal Heritage Society NGO which can work with
Government to protect Pangani’s heritage and help to attract funding for conservation/rehabilitation
projects. A registered NGO can qualify for grant assistance from cultural funds such as the US
Ambassadors’ Fund for Cultural Preservation, to which the present informal Task Force would not
have access.46 The NGO can assist cultural preservation in many ways:
x Awareness-raising in the community.
x Carrying out research and encouraging research projects by Pangani residents and others,
such as those mentioned below and in the following sections.
x Provide public access to information by creating a Documentation Centre. Build a database of
information on Pangani’s tangible and intangible heritage for local reference. Encourage
residents to help build the database by bringing in archive photographs or locally made
heritage objects for photographing/copying/recording or loan for display. The Documentation
Centre will also include: access to the Pangani Inventory of Sites (part of this assignment);
copies of historic documents and book/articles on Pangani’s history; copies of the legislation
relating to residents’ properties, i.e. on the Conservation Area and gazetting of doors and
sites.
x Run a guide-training programme and/or support other guide-training programmes in Pangani
by facilitating access to information.
x Support private owners of historic buildings by providing information on appropriate
techniques, materials and methods of repair for rehabilitation of their properties. This
information should be provided by an Antiquities officer or other expert, as arranged by the
District, once a week or at some other interval according to demand.
x This would also be the place where the free service advice on repairs for historic property
owners could be based (see section 3.3). Several work plans for buildings in private
ownership have already been prepared in the Conservation Report.
x Organise training in conservation for local fundi.
x Have a small exhibit/display on the walls identifying key architectural and decorative features
using drawings or photographs, showing what is appropriate in simple-to-understand
layman’s terms. The text should be produced in Kiswahili (translation in English as well may
be a good idea so that the displays could be appreciated by any non-Kiswahili-speaking
visitors).

46

See website: http://exchanges.state.gov/afcp/.
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If space permits, the centre could also be the venue for traditional performances such as
ngoma (see next section) or for reciting Kiswahili poetry or telling traditional stories of the
locality to encourage young people to take an interest in their heritage.

The Documentation Centre will be an important source for all Pangani residents and will also be of
interest to visitors. In addition, it will assist the guides of the local heritage NGO, the Pangani Coast
Cultural and Eco-Tourism Programme (PCCT) and other local NGOs, hotel operators, tour agencies
and investors who wish to promote Pangani, by giving them access to accurate information on the
history and collected oral traditions of the town and surrounding area.
3.9.2

Conserving Traditions of Ngoma

The District and residents of Pangani should seek to revive and preserve knowledge of Pangani’s
traditions of music and dance. The following recommendations are made to assist:
• Select a venue where these traditions can be taught and performed, ideally rehabilitating an
historic building for the purpose such as the Rajabu House or Regal Cinema. The building
could accommodate other cultural activities as well. Again, the U.S. Ambassadors Fund for
Cultural Preservation would be a possible source of funding for a project of this kind. If
successful, this centre could be further developed over time as a school of traditional music
and dance, which would aim to attract people from other districts and regions wishing to
study and learn ngoma. In this case it may need to move to a larger building which should
also be a heritage structure.
• Create a small exhibit on the traditional instruments used in Pangani in the past, as, for
example, those described by Richard Burton and others (see Section 2.4.1) with films and
audio examples. Collect instruments and costumes used in traditional ngomas for display in
the same building.
• Local ngoma traditions should also be taught in Pangani’s schools and the children taught
how to play traditional instruments.
• The creation of an Ngoma Association should be encouraged as well as the use of ngoma for
public events.
3.9.3

Collecting Family Histories

Pangani residents should be encouraged to make a written record of their own family’s history:
including when their family is thought to have moved to Pangani, what their family’s employment
was; if they had a shop or business, what they sold; if they had a plantation outside Pangani, where it
was and what they grew; and so on. This should include the names of their extended families and
where they live, and any connections with other places such as Tanga or Zanzibar. They should also
record, in this history, the story of the buildings they lived in: which buildings their family
constructed; what modifications were made and at what date; and who were the owners of their homes
if they were rented. These histories could be collected in the database/Documentation Centre
recommended in Section 3.9.1. Family history collection is also an excellent project for school
children who can interview their own families and create their own family history record.
3.9.4

Recording Intangible Heritage

A collection of the town’s surviving intangible heritage in the form of oral history and traditions
should be collected from Pangani’s elders, and other knowledgeable residents. These traditions should
be recorded and transcribed in Kiswahili and English and kept for the community in a place that is
accessible to them.
3.9.5

Recording Typical Pangani Patterns and Designs

Another inventorying project would be to collect the typical decorative designs which can be seen
around the town to make a database of Pangani patterns. These can be collected in the form of
photographs or line drawings and can then be used as a source for the community in developing
handicrafts, graphic stationary designs, textile printing designs, designs for furniture, etc. These
designs can also feed into the work of practicing carpenters in the town to build their knowledge for
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restoration of historic buildings. Patterns from balcony balustrades, fretwork eaves panels, carved
door frames and posts, wrought iron grilles, etc., should be included. This project could be extended
as a fuller database of architectural features for the preparation of guidelines for property owners, to
show them the acceptable architectural forms and details to be used in the historic area.
3.9.6

Awareness Raising

Ignorance of the heritage’s value is very clearly a factor in the deterioration of historic properties.
This leads to the removal of decorative features from buildings, to inappropriate repairs being carried
out and to stone-robbing, especially at the sites in the rural areas. Treasure-hunting at remote sites has
also occurred in at least two sites at Ras Kikokwe as mentioned elsewhere.
The District should develop a leaflet in Kiswahili with advice from Antiquities aimed at local
residents, which stresses the importance of Pangani’s heritage, the need to conserve it and explains to
them how they can contribute to preserving it, and what elements, such as window and door openings,
decorative features, etc. are significant. This leaflet should also point to the destruction caused by
treasure hunters and make clear that no treasure has ever been found buried under European sites in
Tanzania. Other means of communicating this message should also be developed, such as the use of
radio and theatre performance, which, for example, are central to the approach taken by UZIKWASA.
An understanding of the value of the heritage should be communicated to the young. This can be
conveyed through discussion at home and in the classroom, but more effectively by example,
particularly by giving a higher priority to cultural heritage in the education system. The District
should ensure that schools in Pangani include information about the historic town, and other local
historic sites, as supplementary modules to the curriculum. These could be provided by local NGOs
such as UZIKWASA or the proposed Heritage Society NGO based on the present Task Force. Sites
near schools should be visited and the study of Pangani’s heritage incorporated into school projects in
art, technology, history or religion. (See also family history project recommended above.)

3.10 Visitor interpretation and Presentation in Pangani Town
A comprehensive plan for visitor interpretation in Pangani should be developed by the District. The
plan could be implemented in phases and should include
• Physical installations in the streets around the town to guide navigation of the historic centre
and identify and present information on the principal sites.
• Permanent informational and interpretive displays in indoor settings.
• Published informational materials in the form of leaflets and other publications.
All interpretative materials and other textual information recommended in this report should be
printed with both Kiswahili and English texts.
3.10.1 Museums and Tourist Information
3.10.1.1

A Visitor Information Centre

A Visitor Information Centre should be established by the District within the historic centre, where
visitors can pick up information on the town. A brief summary of information and maps of the town,
showing the key attractions, are the first priorities here. The Information Centre could also include a
small permanent exhibit on the town’s history, giving an overview of the principal historic resources.
It is vital this Information Centre is carefully located. If it is not possible to include this in the Boma,
then another historic building should be chosen, e.g. on India Street, or perhaps by re-opening the
“Old Post Office” counter in the Customs House as suggested earlier. Several buildings on India
Street would be suitable for the purpose, but one that could offer drinks and light refreshments
upstairs with a balcony so that views of the street can be enjoyed by visitors would provide the most
attractive solution.
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The Information Centre should offer guided tours of the town, sell walking tour maps and if possible
have toilet facilities. For managing the Information Centre and its day-to-day running, the possibility
of a partnership with local investor could be considered. However, the District should authorise
display content, any goods retailed, etc., as this should be an official Information Centre representing
MNRT.
The Visitor Information Centre should coordinate activities with other institutions that offer tours and
associated services such as the Pangani Coast Cultural Tourism Programme, which runs the existing
NGO-run information centre at the bus station/market outside the Conservation Area; and collaborate
with them in researching sites with the aim to improve the quality and standardise the information
given on Pangani’s heritage resources.
The key attractions of Pangani to be promoted to visitors are:
x The Boma and German park and gardens.
x India Street.
x Jamhuri Street’s historic buildings, i.e. the group surrounding the Customs House and local
activities of the river front.
x Pangani as the “home base” of Abushiri and the Abushiri Rebellion.

MAP 16. PANGANI’S PRIMARY TOURISM ATTRACTIONS
3.10.1.2

A Museum for Pangani Town

Pangani has a rich history which merits a museum. The museum will focus on the history of the town
and it development; the agriculture of the area which has been the basis of its economy; the trade
routes and connection with Zanzibar, including the slave and ivory trade; the different communities
which are represented in the town today or who have contributed to its history (including the
indigenous groups such as the Wazigua, the Arabs, Indian Hindus and Bohoras, Germans, people of
Hadramaut, etc., illustrating examples of their lifestyles with related objects and images and their
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contributions to Pangani’s cultural heritage in architecture, ngoma, cooking, religious practice and
other traditions. A special exhibit on the Abushiri Rebellion and on the historic architecture of the
town should be included. The Boma would be the first choice of location for the Museum if the
District Offices are not kept there. Alternatively the Al-Kasaby CCM House or Pangani Industries
Building would be suitable.
Other possibilities for small museums or displays around the town which could be developed in the
future include:
• A house museum which demonstrates the traditional way of life in a Pangani home including
cooking pots and utensils and local traditions of food preparation.
• A museum of traditional music, musical instruments and dance traditions with audio-visual
materials as part of the displays, educational programmes with demonstrations and
participatory workshops for schools, and related performances.
• A museum of traditional medicines and local herbal remedies based on the indigenous
knowledge of Pangani residents.
• A museum of the coconut palm, featuring the many uses of its different parts, with a special
focus on copra processing/production. This could be based at a production centre and could
also offer coconut products for sale to residents and visitors.
• A museum of sisal and its history in the Pangani District. This could be developed in
cooperation with the Amboni Sisal company and be located either at the Estate or in Pangani
Town.
3.10.2 Visitor routes & Walking Tours
Three routes are suggested here for development. They all start from the Boma. The routes are
designed to take in the most attractive features of the town, and include the most imposing views of its
principal heritage resources, while minimising the amount of time spent walking through parts of
town with less appealing sights. They should be taken in the directions indicated on the maps. For
example, the route from the Old Bohora Mosque to India Street taken in Route 1, incorporates fine
views of the Regal Cinema and Laamary 1955 House as the visitor walks towards them, plus a
delightful glimpse of the rear balcony of the Rajabu House when walking along the side street by it,
but only when approached in this direction. The views are much less interesting if the route is
followed in reverse. The routes are also designed to avoid areas sensitive to the community as much
as possible. Therefore the routes exclude the Buge-Vioja Yemeni Mosque behind Nasoro Mohamed
Nasoro House to avoid creating disturbance outside the mosque and in this quiet residential area with
narrow streets. Similarly the Police/Askari base is excluded from the walks as the surviving German
walls are on a narrow, residential street and large groups of tourists passing by would disturb the
community, as well as having the potential to compromise police security and operations. Most walks
are designed to exclude the east end of Jamhuri Street to allow space and quiet for the residents who
often meet there.47
Route 1: Short walk to see the highlights of the town
This route leads from the Boma to the ferry terminal – to see the activities there and the Uhuru and
German/British Monuments; then on to the highlights of Jamhuri Street – the Pangani Industries
Building, Old Mosque, Customs House, and Al-Kasaby CCM Building; after this the visitor turns
north, away from the river, towards the Uhuru Ground to see the Abdissalam Building and Regal
Cinema; continues past the Nasoro Mohamed Nasoro House and the Laamary 1955 House and arrives
at India Street from the side street running along the side of the Rajabu House. A short detour south
on India Street takes in the CCM 1910 House; then returning north again towards the Tanga Road, the
visitor walks down the street with a brief diversion to look at the Abushiri grave memorial (to be
installed) and ends the tour for vehicle pick-up at the junction of India Street and Tanga Road.

47

The return route from the Abushiri Hanging Site goes this way as in this case a walk along Jamhuri Street is unavoidable.
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(Bwanga) House to
o see the
“Old Inddia Street”; then
t
on to thee Old Bohorra Mosque, th
he Kinara Kiiosk and Graaves and easttwards to
the Regaal Cinema, the
t Abdissalaam Buildingg and Uhuru Ground. Aft
fter this the vvisitor walkss past the
Nasoro Mohamed Nasoro
N
Buildding and Laaamary 1955 House and continues
c
upp Mkongani Street to
pass briiefly to the east along Tanga
T
Road,, in order to
o see the Jibbran, Dachi, Saleh and Laamary
Houses and arrive att the top of Inndia Street. The
T visitor th
hen views Inndia Street, w
with a short detour
d
for
the Abuushiri Grave Memorial (to
( be installled). After this,
t
he/she has a choicce, either to take the
longish walk
w to the Abushiri
A
Hannging Place (where
(
cocon
nut husking and boat meending can bee seen on
the wayy) or begin thhe return to the Boma by
b walking to
t the end of
o India Streeet turning riight onto
Jamhuri. From the Abushiri
A
Hannging Place the return iss along the length
l
of Jam
mhuri Streett. In both
cases thiis route finisshes with a viewing
v
of thhe Al-Kasaby
y CCM Houuse, Customss House, Old
d Mosque
and Pangani Industriies Building before returnning to the Boma.
B
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Route 3:
3 Tour of th
he German area.
a
Thiss route is dessigned as ann additional tour
t
to add on
o to either Route
R
1 or 2 for those especially
e
interrested in thee German peeriod or whoo have time to
t take anothher tour of tthe town. Th
he visitor
leavves the Bomaa, walks dow
wn to the rivver front and
d turns west away from tthe town passing the
DAS
S’s House, the DSO’s House
H
and the Governmeent Rest Houuse. The next road to thee north is
takeen, passing thhe football pitch
p
to reachh the German
n Cemetery at its north eeast corner. After
A
the
Cem
metery, the viisitor walks back past the football pitch on its eaast side to seee the memorrial at the
Mw
winyi Mkomaa Family’s Grrave Site (to be installed)); then due east to the Edducation Buillding and
backk to the Bom
ma.

©Karen
nMoon

3.10.3 Street signaage
Street siigns assist visitors to oriientate them
mselves and to
t plan for excursions arround the tow
wn. Two
types off signs are recommende
r
ed for Pangaani Town. Iff attractivelyy and designned and thou
ughtfully
worded, these will asssist understanding, and promote inteerest in the toown’s heritagge resources.
A. Orienntational Siggns. These siigns display street maps, with the cuurrent locatioon identified
d, to help
visitors orientate theemselves andd navigate thee town.
B. Interrpretive Signns. These iddentify and provide
p
information aboout specific buildings, groups
g
of
buildinggs or streetscaape assembliies. For Panggani, the following signs are recommended:
Orientattional signs with
w street maps:
m
• on Spark Strreet at the maain (central) entrance to the
t Boma paark.
• at the Ferry Terminal
• at the north end
e of India Street at the junction witth Njiakuu annd Tanga Rooad
Interprettive signs:
• “The Panganni Boma.” Inn the open public
p
space close to the Boma’s enttrance. This will
w give
the history of
o the Boma and
a the surroounding areaa laid out by the
t Germanss.
• “Jamhuri Strreet.” In Jam
mhuri Street between
b
the Customs Hoouse and Al-K
Kasaby House on the
opposite sidde of the roadd. This will explain the history
h
and functions
f
of the historic group of
58
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•

•

•

•
•

•

buildings in the stretch running from Pangani Industries building to the Al-Kasaby CCM
House.
“The ‘old’ India Street.” On the street running behind Jamhuri Street opposite the entrance of
the Old Bohora Mosque. This will convey how the street functioned in the past as the chief
Indian-operated retail location (with mention of the Rehema Abdul (Bwanga) House) and
give the history of the Old Bohora Mosque and Kinara Kiosk and Graves.
“Uhuru Ground.” At the north west corner of Uhuru Ground south of the Regal Cinema
covering the history of Uhuru Ground and the buildings surrounding it, including the
Abdissalam Building and Regal Cinema.
“India Street”. Opposite the CCM 1910 Building at the junction of India and Market Streets.
This will outline the history of India Street, identifying the principal heritage buildings and
key features of design.
“Abushiri’s Grave.” At the approach to the grave site (just off India Street to the east), giving
a brief biography of Abushiri and explaining his significance.
“Abushiri Hanging Place.” At the site of the execution at the east end of Jamhuri Street. The
sign text will outline the early years of German occupation and the history of the Abushiri
War including the story of Abushiri’s last days.
“German Cemetery”. At the entrance to the German Cemetery, this sign will explain the
history of the Cemetery’s use and give details of some of the people buried there.

The text of the signs (in Kiswahili and English) should be kept brief, but should include some oral
traditions and oral history as well as documented information.

©KarenMoon

MAP 17: STREET SIGNAGE WEST OF THE FERRY TERMINAL
(“Abushiri Hanging Place” sign, off the map to the east, is not shown)
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©KarenMoon

MAP 18: STREET SIGNAGE EAST OF THE FERRY TERMINAL

3.10.4 Interpretive Literature
Development and preparation of the following literature is recommended. All publications must be
well illustrated, attractively designed and of good quality.
3.10.4.1

Guidebook

A guidebook to Pangani, which collects together, and presents information on Pangani’s history and
traditions, including both the tangible and intangible cultural heritage. The guidebook should have a
lively variety of visual materials such as photographs, engravings, old maps, architectural drawings,
etc., and include information on:
• The history of the town from the late 18th century to today, with mention of the town’s
antecedents in the surrounding area (Mkoma, Muhembo, Choba, Mnarani) and taking into
account local oral history traditions. Pangani’s relationship with Bweni village and the history
of Bweni and Bweni Ndogo should be included.
• Pangani’s built heritage: historic buildings, areas and building types, highlighting
characteristic architectural features (Indian “shopfront style” buildings; Arab and
Wazigua/Swahili houses; traditional styles of carved doors, decorative ironwork grilles;
ornamental wooden balustrades, etc.).
• Traditional activities and intangible heritage of Pangani: the history and significance of
ngoma, and other forms of music and dance, storytelling traditions, local handicrafts, and
characteristic daily activities such as coconut husking (explaining copra, its use and historic
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•

importance in the economy) and boat repairs (mentioning the long-standing importance of the
dhow and sea-borne trade to East African coastal towns).
A brief section on other heritage sites of Pangani District.

This guidebook will aim to satisfy the need for:
• An introduction to the town and its culture for Tanzanian and foreign visitors.
• A repository of information on the town’s cultural heritage for Pangani’s residents, to assist in
the conservation of the community’s heritage and identity by recording and raising awareness
of the value of the heritage.
3.10.4.2

A leaflet with maps to accompany the walking tour

A leaflet to assist visitors in taking a walking tour of the town in the form of a fold-out leaflet. The
leaflet will open to a size which enables inclusion of a full map of the historic areas of the town.
Detail maps may also be included. The leaflet will present a choice of walking tours of the town of
different lengths (i.e. of shorter and longer duration, see Section 3.10.2 above). In addition to the
maps, selected features of Pangani’s heritage will be highlighted and brief accounts given. These
features should include the Boma and Customs House, India Street, Jamhuri Street (especially the
Abdissalam, Al-Kasaby CCM and Pangani Industries Buildings), as well as noting everyday activities
to look out for, such as coconut husking, tailoring or boat repairs. All the seven heritage areas
described in Section 2.1 should receive a mention. Finally the leaflet will outline other attractions in
and outside the town such as the Museum, the villages and sites of Bweni and Bweni Ndogo and the
German Watch Tower. A note of guidance on what manner of dress is acceptable for walking in the
town and how to show respect for the local people and their traditions by adopting appropriate
behaviour will be included.
3.10.4.3

A promotional/informational leaflet

A leaflet on Pangani for visitors, and for distribution to hotels and lodges in the area, to tour operators
in Dar es Salaam, airline offices, hotels and other tourist venues. This will take the form of an A4
sheet with two folds, creating a simple leaflet. It will include a short paragraph introducing Pangani as
an historic town and provide information on attractions and facilities for people arriving in the town,
or wishing to visit. It should also indicate transport locations, and include guidance on the manner of
dress and behaviour appropriate when visiting the town.
3.10.5 Bweni and the Ras Muheza German Watch Tower
Detailed recommendations on visitor interpretation at these sites are beyond the scope of this
assignment, but these sites are important heritage resources for Pangani. A sign about Bweni and its
history would be appropriate at the ferry terminal which visitors can read while they wait for the
crossing. Following conservation, the German Watch Tower should be developed for tourism,
although as earlier noted, this may require quick action to prevent the site from being sold into private
hands.48 A sign here would be appropriate to explain what we know of the history of the tower, its
function and the historical events relating to it or which took place nearby (e.g. shipping
activities/naval action in the estuary in the German period when the tower was in use).

3.11 Research Priority: National Archives
It is clear from the research carried out in the National Archives during the field work for this
assignment that there is a large amount of material on Pangani in the Archives’ collections.
It is recommended that a research student fluent in German, English and Kiswahili (preferably also
with an understanding of Arabic) should spend time in the National Archives looking for material
relating to the tangible and intangible heritage of Pangani. It may be possible to find such a student
with the assistance of the Goethe Institute in Dar es Salaam. The student should concentrate first on
48

For conservation recommendations, see Conservation Report.
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the German files already noted which detail land registration programmes in Pangani and construction
projects, as this should greatly enhance the understanding of Pangani’s history in the German period
and knowledge of the town’s late 19th and early 20th century residents;49 also looking for material on
Abushiri’s capture and execution as this may help to verify the location of the Abushiri sites of
Pangani Town. In addition, the British Administration files and those of the Post-Independence period
covering Pangani should be explored.
Any researchers working either formally or informally on the history of Pangani should look out for
references to key buildings and families found in the documentation they review.
Copies of all materials found should be made for the Documentation Centre.

3.12 Emergency Conservation
Emergency action is recommended at the following sites:
Pangani Town
CCM 1910 House
Al-Kasaby CCM House
Pangani Industries Building
Abdissalam Building
Greater Pangani
Bweni Ndogo, Kimu Cemetery and the Cemetery of the “Double Tomb”
Mnarani Dahali, Tomb
Muhembo, Remains of a Building and the Cemetery area
Ras Kikokwe, German Watch Tower
Details of the conservation works needed at the sites are located in the separate Conservation Report
which is part of this assignment.

3.13 Pilot Site
The pilot site chosen, the Pangani Industries Building, is very important in the landscape of Pangani,
as it is on the river front, which could be described as the main elevation of the town. It is also one of
the most seriously endangered buildings. If, in the future, another building in Pangani is to be
rehabilitated, an endangered building should also be chosen in order to save it from destruction. The
restoration of such a building, which is seen as a ruin by the inhabitants, can have a big impact on
awareness in the population and show how conservation properly done can save even a structure like
this, which seems already gone.

Pangani Industries Building on the river front.

Another view.

49

It may also help to resolve conflicting stories about the functions and history of the Boma and the Al-Kasaby CCM House.
It is likely that more information on these buildings, especially the Boma, will be found in the National Archives. For a list
of the principal files of interest examined in this assignment, see Appendix.
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APPENDICES

1

4
4.1

Appendix
Selected Bibliography

Annual Reports of the Antiquities Department and Annual Reports of the Antiquities Division, Government
Printer, Dar es Salaam (1957-1977), especially Annual Report for 1958 (1959).
Baxter, H.C., “Pangani: the Trade Centre of Ancient History”, in Tanganyika Notes and Records, no. 17, 1944,
pp.15-25.
Burton, Richard Francis, Zanzibar: City Island and Coast, Vol. 2, Tinsley Brothers, London, U.K., 1872.
Calvert, Albert Frederick, German East Africa, T. Werner Laurie, London, 1917.
Chami, Felix, “Roman Beads from the Rufiji Delta, Tanzania: first incontrovertible link with the Periplus”, in
Current Anthropology, vol.40, 1999, pp.237-241; “The Archaeology of the Rufiji Region since 1987-2000”, in
Felix Chami, Gilbert Pwiti and Chantal Radimilahy, People, Contacts and the Environment in the African Past,
Studies in the African Past 1, Dar es Salaam University Press, 2001, pp.7-20; The Tanzanian Coast in the First
Millennium A.D., Societas Archaeologica Upsaliensis, Uppsala, Sweden, 1994.
Freeman-Grenville, G. S. P., “The Ancient History of Pangani”, Tanga, 1958, translated from the Swahili
original as published in Velten, C, Prosa und Poesie der Suaheli, Berlin, 1907. (Typewritten manuscript in the
W.H. Whiteley Collection at the School of Oriental and African Studies, London.); The East African Coast:
Selected Documents from the First to the Earlier Nineteenth Century, Oxford University Press, Oxford, U.K.,
1966; The French at Kilwa Island: an episode in eighteenth-century East African history, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, U.K, 1965; The Medieval History of the Coast of Tanganyika, Oxford University Press, London, 1962.
Garlake, Peter S., The Early Islamic Architecture of the East African Coast, British Institute in Eastern Africa,
Memoir no. 2, Nairobi, Kenya, 1966.
Germany, Report for the year 1899 on the Trade of East African Coastal Towns, (Diplomatic and Consular
Reports, No.2373, Annual Series), HMSO, London, 1900.
Glassman, Jonathon, Feasts and Riot: Revelry, Rebellion, and Popular Consciousness on the Swahili Coast,
1856-1888, Heinemann Educational Publishers, 1995 (not seen).
Gramly, R.M., “Archaeological Reconnaissance at Pangani Bay”, in Tanzania Notes and Records, nos.86-87,
1981, pp.17-28.
Hasse, Rolf, Tansania: Das Koloniale Erbe, Alstadt Buchbinderei, Augsburg, Germany, 2005.
Horton, Mark and Middleton, John, The Swahili: The Social Landscape of a Mercantile Society, Blackwell
Publishers, Oxford, U.K, 2000.
Huntingford, G. W. B., ed. & trans., The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, Hakluyt Society, London, 1980.
Iliffe, John, A Modern History of Tanganyika, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K., 1979; Tanganyika
Under German Rule, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K., 1969.
Insoll, Timothy, The archaeology of Islam in Sub-Saharan Africa, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
U.K., 2003.
Lobo, Lois, They came to Africa: 200 years of the Asian presence in Tanzania, Sustainable Village, Dar es
Salaam, 2000.
Mturi, A. A., A Guide to Tongoni Ruins, Division of Antiquities, Ministry of National Culture and Youth, Dar
es Salaam, 1975.
Mwalim, Mwalim Ali, Doors of Zanzibar, HSP Publications, London, 1998.
Nduguru, Felix, Kadelya, William Lucas, and Henschel, Fr. John, The Message of the Doors: The main cultural
attraction: Arabian and Indian doors in Bagamoyo Old Town, Peramiho Printing Press, Peramiho, Tanzania,
2001.
Sheriff, Abdul, Slaves, Spices and Ivory in Zanzibar, James Curry, London, 1987.
Stevenson, E.L., The Geography of Claudius Ptolemy, New York Public Library, New York, 1932
Strandes, Justus, The Portuguese Period in East Africa, Kenya Literature Bureau, Nairobi, Kenya, 1989
(translation of German original published 1899).
“Ships”, no.5 of a series of booklets entitled “Maritime Tanzania Notes and Records Reprints”, each with
collections reprints of articles from Tanganyika Notes and Records related by subject matter, 1993, available in
the shop of the National Museum, Dar es Salaam.
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4.2

Key Files Examined in the National Archives

Pangani District Book
German files:
G4/39
G7/14
G7/143
G7/215
201-453

4.3

G7/15
G7/216

G7/30
G7/217

G7/31
GM145

G7/142
GM167

Principal Antiquities Legislation

1937

No. 4 of 1937

Monuments Preservation Ordinance, 23rd April 1937 [4/1937]. An
Ordinance to Provide for the Preservation of Monuments and Objects of
Archaeological, Palaeontological and Historical Interest.

1964

No.10 of 1964

Antiquities Act 1964, 5th March 1964 [10/1964]. An Act to provide for
the Preservation and Protection of Sites and Articles of Palaeontological,
Archaeological, Historical, or Natural Interest and for matters connected
therewith and incidental thereto.

1979

No.22 of 1979

Antiquities (Amendment) Act, 1979: An Act to Amend the Antiquities
Act of 1964, 21st December 1979 [22/1979].

1980

No.39 of 1980

The Antiquities Act, 1964: Subsidiary Legislation. Protected Objects and
Monuments Rules of 1980, 27th March 1981 [39/1981].

1991

No.552 of 1991

The Antiquities Act, 1964: Subsidiary Legislation. Conduct of
Excavations and Access to Monuments Rules of 1991, 13th December
1991 [552/1991].

1995

No.498 of 1995

Antiquities (Declaration of Conservation Areas) (Dar es Salaam City)
Notice, 1995, [under The Antiquities Act, 1964], 8th September 1995
[498/1995].
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4.4

Example of Legislation on Doors
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4.5

Surviving Architectural Components of the Old Town
INITIAL ESTIMATATION OF SURVIVING ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS
BASED ON ACCESS TO SITES GAINED DURING FIELD WORK.50

Site area

Site component

Gujarati
style
Ext

Bohora
Mosque
area

German
Sector
India
Street

Njiakuu
/Tanga
Rd.

Old Bohora Mosque

1

Rehema Abdul
(Bwanga) House

2

Pangani Boma
Azizi Seleman
House
CCM 1910 Building
Khalid Seifu House
Laamary Women’s
Madrassa
Mazuruku House
Mburuku Makata
House
Mkame Akida House
Mwichumo House
Rajabu House
Rashad Ali House
Zahoro House
Zahran Nasri
(Ahmed) House
Zahran Nasri House

Int

‘African
Swahili’
style
post
Ext Int

1

1*

Decorative
Wooden
Fretwork

Ironwork
grilles

Int

1

1

3 (7)

1

3 (4)
3 (5?)
3 (2+?)
3 (2+?)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

3

1
2

3 (1)

3

1
3 (3)

2
1

1
1

1
3
3

1

Abdissalam Building

TOTAL

Ext

1

Dachi House

Buge-Vioja Yemeni
Mosque
Laamary 1955 House
Nasoro Mohamed
Nasoro House

Other
door/
frame

3 (7 +?)

Jibran House
Laamary House
Saleh House
Uhuru
Ground

Highly
decorated
Zanzibaristyle
Ext Int

3

1*

3 (4+?)

1
1
3 (1)

2

13

1

7

2

3

1

7

2

5

10

(buildings)

(buildings)

Not investigated: Mosques
4 decorative Zanzibar-style doors
14 Gujarati panelled doors
9 ‘Swahili’ style door posts

9 other carved doors
10 buildings with ironwork grilles
5 buildings with decorative fretwork

50

Preliminary survey only. Some entrance doorways were not visible and many buildings not entered. This table is included
to stimulate further research.
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Ma
p
ref

4.6

House

(corner

of

India

site near Haji Nundu's house

Nashad Hassanal

CCM - 1910

Mwichumu

Rajabu-DSM

Mbaruku Makata

Maruzuku

Zahoro (Khafidh Lamary)

Khalid Seifu

Azizi Seleman

Rashad

Msikiti - Lammary

Zahrani Nasri

Zahran Nasri

Makame Akida

Opposite Salehe's house, start of
India Street
India Street / Uhindini Street

Vinack - opposite Central Bar

Saleh's
Street)

Laamary's House (corner next to
Friday Mosque)

Main Road (Tanga Road) / Njia Kuu

Address / location

Open ground

Indian style balconies and some well
preserved doors. Most buildings need
repair.

Two Swahili style residential buildings

Two storey building on corner 'gateway'
into town with decorative lattice-work
balcony
Interesting narrow fronted building with
upper balcony, plus adjoining older
building
Older two-storey building with awning of
CIS and thatch

Description

Grave

Mosque

Residential

Comm/ resid

Comm/ resid

Comm/ resid

Category

Distance
from
Pangani

Pangani Heritage Survey: List of sites within Pangani Town

Pangani Task Force/UZIKWASA List of Sites in Pangani District
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Reputed grave of Abushiri (per Mzee
Zuberi)

Coral & lime building typical of mixed
residential / commercial with modest
doors to commercial area
Representative of modest domestic
architecture in town
Old Indian commercial quarter,
previously the main shopping street
in town. Most buildings date from the
19th century.

Description / Oral traditions

(Abdissalam

Independence Ground area / Barabara ya Uwanja wa
Uhuru

Double storey residential building facing
onto open area (significant alterations with
block infill balcony)

Jamhuri Ground is an open space with
Uhuru Monument erected in 1961. Used
for football.

Residential

Residential

Salim

Zahoro bin
Building?)

Arab building set back behind trees

Mosque

Mosque

Nasoro Mohamed Nasoro
Msikiti - Buge / Vioja

Situated on land where slaves were
divided into weak, strong etc
suggesting likely origin of the name
for Pangani. Later turned into place
commemorating independence from
colonial rule in 1961.
Reputed to be second oldest double
storey building (1824)

Cinema building dating from 1954
now in other uses

Msikiti - Badhi

Commercial

What significance to this?

previously

??

German submarine named Möwe
sunk in ????

building

??

Wreck

storey

Pangadeco Bar

Sunken German submarine

Site

Large two
cinema

Funguni Beach

Historic site

building next to Gabriel's workshop

Pangadeco Factory

Jamhuri Street (riverside) / Mtaa wa Pwani

Stone embankment wall

Reputed hanging place of Abushiri
(per Mzee Zuberi)
Built by slaves between 1895 and
1898 and fortified during the German
period.
Infrastructur
e

Residential

Ruin

Prominent position on waterfront,
historic style of more modest
dwellings in Pangani and coastal
areas
Arab building on waterfront originally
served as slave depot. Reputed to
have had underground tunnel
connecting it to river to transfer
slaves to waiting dhows. Later
became CCM District Head Office.
Built between 1906 and 1916 for use
as customs house and post office.
Still
operated
under
Customs
Authority for storing coconuts. Post
Office was relocated to a new
building near the ferry in ????

Strong stone wall embankment along
mouth of Pangani river protecting town
from erosion and floods, incorporating
channels from river through the town
providing drainage also
Single storey building with verandah to
front, typical Swahili style.

CCM House / Old Slave Depot (ruin)

Significant location and profile of building,
now almost completely collapsed; rear
walls standing but roof lost completely.

Warehouse

House corner of India / Jamhuri
Streets

Custom House (Old Post Office)

Mosque

Hanseatic style block building constructed
in German period as warehouse with post
office. Imposing arched doorway to front
with towers to either side. Large
warehouse to rear.
Arab Mosque / Msikiti - Ibadhi-Brako

68
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20th century structure
Square pillar (Uhuru) and lime stone pillar
(German, with later British plaque)

Grinding machine

Monuments opposite ferry entrance

Historic cemetery in Mawasiliano area

Cemetery

Kumba,
School

near

Pangani

Primary

Prison wall between prison and old
hospital
German graves

Two storey building with balcony along
front and sides. Important carved doors.
Originally flat roof covered with iron sheets
during German period.

District Office (Old Boma) / Ofisi ya
Mkuu wa Wilaya

Police Office / Nyumba ya OCD
(Polisi)
Prison Wall

Two storey building with courtyard to rear.
Touches of Arab styling to design. Very
poor condition requiring urgent restoration.

Dept Education building / Ofisi ya
Elimu / Kilimo / Magareza

Infrastructur
e
Graves

Offices

Offices

Offices

Residential

District Office Area / Boma

Ruin

Ibadhi (Imevunjika)

Ruin

Altered house near to ruins, adjacent
to rear of Custom House

Ruin

Kombo

Graves

Infrastructur
e?

Residential

Monument

Site

Ruin

Rashad

Two storey house probably of Arabic origin
but significantly altered, upper balcony
largely removed

Wall of coral and lime construction
enclosing compound of police quarters

Wall to rear of police quarters

Behind Custom House / Nyuma ya Custom House

Two storey building with attractive
shuttered windows on upper floors
incorporating decorative iron grilles

house behind Amboni go-down /
Hemed Fadhil Bwanga

Ujenzi Street / Mawasiliano Road

Ruins of older Indian residential structure

Indian residential house, ruin

in

historic

core

of

69

German graves dating from ?????

???

Built by British in 1916 (can this be
correct - likely to have been building
before end of WWI?) as a health
facility and became first District
Hospital in 1920.
Arab building dating from 1810, said
to be first two storied building in
town. Best example of stone and
lime mortar building surviving in
Pangani.

Arab house
Pangani

Clearly dates from early period of
development
in
town
with
castellations to top of wall. Original
purpose to be determined.
Cemetery containing graves of
prominent people of Pangani,
including Liwali Kaima (magistrate)
and his wife Fatima

Historic building retaining interesting
features in doors, windows etc

Lime stone pillar erected in German
period, with later British plaque.
Square pillar commemorating Uhuru
erected in 1971.

Once prominent building of Indian
trader, some features remaining
(Pangani Industries)
Site of first mosque in Pangani

Ma
p
ref
Bweni Village

Kikokwe

Residence near Prison area
TTCL

Old building
Remains of old jetty into river

Residential

Residential

Infrastructur
e
Residential

Single storey house with verandah

Site (?)

Single storey house with attractive balcony
and shutters

Last house before football pitch

Site of church

Jetty into river close to
building
DSO's house, riverside road

Site of church by baobab tree behind
house

Category

Pangani Heritage Survey: List of sites SOUTH of Pangani Town
Description

House ?

Mosque

Investigate???

Building originally reputed to have
been built as mortuary by Germans

Dating from German period - typical
of German colonial architecture for
residential in GEA
Dating from German period - typical
of German colonial architecture for
residential in GEA
First church in Pangani, built by
UMCA

Historic significance

German
defence
Pangani during WWI

of

Ruin

Mosque

Large Mosque / Msikiti Mkuu - Bweni

German watchtower / Ngome

14km s
of Bweni

Related
to
Bushiri
War???? WWI???? Check

Graves

20km?

Graves

Ruins

Shell of German fort with two upper
stories and embrasures for rifles and
machine guns
Graves

Ruin

Ruin - CHECK whether still in existence

German graves

Wadebule graves

small group of tombs with square pillars
and remains of what appears to have
been a circular tower

Mosque

Tombs and tower/ Ras Kikokwe

Small Mosque / Msikiti - Bweni Ndogo

House / Jengo la Gose la Tembo

Address / location

Ushongo (c14km south
from Bweni)

Kipumbwi Village
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Muhembo (3km
Pangani Town)

Five tombs

Mosque

from

Graves
Caves

Graves

Caves

Located around 2/3 km north of present
Pangani Town, on higher ground

Description

5070km
Graves

Natural

Graves

Category

3km

71

Archeaological excavations
at Muhembo in mid-1970's
searching for site of
Rhapta.
Evidence
suggests area to be
previous
location
of
Pangani Town as early as
15th century, settlement
appears to have been
modest & relatively poor.
Assorted graves including
one mzungu
Reputed to be place where
leper chief took refuge,
also a suggested origin for

Historic significance

late 19th century

Graves

Mosque

late 19th century

late 19th century

Mosque
Graves

late 19th century

late 19th century

late 19th century (18th19th century in Antiq
Report)

late 19th century

Mosque

Infrastructure

Ruin

Graves

Pangani Heritage Survey: List of sites NORTH of Pangani Town

New Village area: grave of Diwani
Kinabaya
New Village area: grave of Chief
Zimwilachi

Ruin

Ruin. Thought to have been built to
protect the villages from the Masai.
About 2 1/2 metres high in 1958, and
thought to be part of a gatehouse.

Mtoni area: seawall fort embankment

Address / location

Kisiki Mtu Mkwaja and
Buyuni

Has dedicatory inscription of Sultan
Diwan Nungu bin al-Walid Mwinyi Amiri
bin Sultan Diwan Lasimba

Mji Mkuu area: mosque Sultan Diwani
Nungu

Mtoni area: mosque of Mkumbi ya
Tembo
Mtoni area: mosque and sea wall

Tomb with inscription of As-Sultan
Diwan Lasimba bin Mwinyi Amiri, died
AH 1204 (or 1240). Decorated with
panels of carved plaster

Mji Mkuu area: graves

Mnarani-Dahali
(near
Choba Village) (5km )

Madanga Village (8km
on road to Muheza)

Bushiri Village (15km,
off road to Muheza)

Ruins of pillar tombs / graves near
baobab tree

Ruined mosque

Graves. A pillar tomb with square pillar
noted in Antiq Report of 1958.

Described as much-ruined and probably
of the 15th century in Antiq Report of
1958. Has high north wall with small
window.

Kwampemba Well near Choba Beach

Ruin

Graves
Infrastructure

Graves

Infrastructure

Graves of eight German soldiers

Residential

???? To be verified by Working Group

Shamba Abushiri

House

Portugese trenches

Wim's House (Dutchman)

5km

8km

15km

the name of Pangani

Ruins of 15th century
mosque (possibly ruined
from Portugese punitive
attack in 1635 (TNR 86 &
87)

Oldest fresh water well in
area (1500), reputed to be
Portugese in origin. 60 feet
deep and still in use.

Links to Portugese control
over coastal strip??

Graves of German soldiers
killed in Abushiri War in
1897
Reputed to be house of
Abushiri
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4.7

Principle 5 of the International Cultural Tourism Charter
TOURISM AND CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES SHOULD BENEFIT THE HOST
COMMUNITY.

5.1 Policy makers should promote measures for the equitable distribution of the benefits of tourism
to be shared across countries or regions, improving the levels of socio-economic development and
contributing where necessary to poverty alleviation.
5.2 Conservation management and tourism activities should provide equitable economic, social and
cultural benefits to the men and women of the host or local community, at all levels, through
education, training and the creation of full-time employment opportunities.
5.3 A significant proportion of the revenue specifically derived from tourism programmes to heritage
places should be allotted to the protection, conservation and presentation of those places, including
their natural and cultural contexts. Where possible, visitors should be advised of this revenue
allocation.
5.4 Tourism programmes should encourage the training and employment of guides and site
interpreters from the host community to enhance the skills of local people in the presentation and
interpretation of their cultural values.
5.5 Heritage interpretation and education programmes among the people of the host community
should encourage the involvement of local site interpreters. The programmes should promote a
knowledge and respect for their heritage, encouraging the local people to take a direct interest in its
care and conservation.
5.6 Conservation management and tourism programmes should include education and training
opportunities for policy makers, planners, researchers, designers, architects, interpreters, conservators
and tourism operators. Participants should be encouraged to understand and help resolve the at times
conflicting issues, opportunities and problems encountered by their colleagues.

For full Charter, see http://www.international.icomos.org/charters/tourism_e.htm
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UZIKWASA
P.O. Box 1
Pangani
Tel: 027 263 0303
Email: uzikwasa@juasun.net
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